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I 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Hofstede and colleagues cultured negotiating agents simulation produced realistic 

behavior by incorporating Hofstede's dimensional model of culture in the agent's 

negotiation protocol and overall behavior. Given such a promising model to generate 

actual human-like behavior in artificial agents, and the lack of sound and well accepted 

replication methodologies, we tried to remake the original simulation and highlight the 

roadblocks encountered during the process. Along the way, we present the Hofstede‟s 

dimensional model of culture and its integration in the cultured agents social simulation. 

Some suggestions are made in order to avoid such obstacles. New results showed a 

relational equivalence. 

 

Key-words: Multi-agent Simulation; Social Simulation; Replication Methodology; 

Intercultural Negotiations 
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RESUMO 

 

A simulação de Hofstede e colegas de agents culturais que negoceiam entre si 

produziu comportamentos realistas através da incorporação do modelo dimensional da 

cultura de Hofstede no protocolo de negociação dos agentes, e no seu comportamento 

em geral. Dado o potencial que tal modelo apresenta para gerar comportamentos 

humanos verdadeiros em agentes artificiais, assim como a falta de metodologias de 

replicação padrão e sólidas, tentámos replicar a simulação original e ilustrámos as 

dificuldades com que nos deparámos durante o processo.  

Apresentamos também o modelo dimensional da cultura de Hofstede e a sua 

integração numa simulação social de agentes culturais. Hofstede e colaboradores 

(2010a) definem cultura como um fenómeno que é específico de um grupo e não de um 

indivíduo; sistemas partilhados de valores, transmitidos desde tenra idade através da 

educação e do exemplo; estável ao longo de várias gerações apesar de alterações 

substantivas no ambiente e na tecnologia. Este modelo dimensional da cultura tem-se 

revelado fiável a nível de replicações e validações ao longo do tempo. 

Fazemos também algumas sugestões no sentido de evitar tais dificuldades na re-

engenharia necessária à replicação do trabalho de Hostede, tais como usar práticas de 

Engenharia de Software e publicar resultados das simulações detalhados e de fácil 

acesso. Os novos resultados, da replicação, mostram uma equivalência relacional 

(qualitativa) em relação aos resultados originais e fornecem um bom pronúncio quanto 

ao potencial deste modelo cultural ser aplicado em vários cenários que não apenas o de 

comércio. 

 

Palavras chave: Simulação Multi-agente; Simulação Social; Metodologias de 

Replicação; Negociações Interculturais 
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Chapter I - Introduction 

 

 In this chapter we state our project motivation and objectives; a scientific 

contribution currently being evaluated is referred and, finally, we present this document 

organization. 

 

Motivation and Objectives 

 

 Pérez-Arce (1999) argues that cognitive processes are, in a sense, culturally 

delimited; that the “cultural knowledge and social experience the individual carries 

provide the interpretive frames that guide his or her reasoning and problem-solving 

processes” (Pérez-Arce, 1999, p. 586). As Nisbett and Norenzayan (2002) evidence 

leads them to conclude, “even if all cultures possessed essentially the same basic 

cognitive toolkit, the tools of choice for the same problem may be altogether different”. 

Hence, building a realistic multi-agent based social simulation requires incorporating 

the effects of culture on the behavior of the agents. 

In science at large, replication exercises are requested to validate the generation 

of results and the proposal of conclusions and novel ideas, such as in the fields of 

Physics or Biology. As Axelrod (2006) argues, although simulation as a research 

methodology is an important and increasingly used way of doing science, one of its 

shortcomings is that systematic replication of published simulations is rarely ever done. 

Axelrod further argues that replication is one of the hallmarks of cumulative science and 

a necessary aspect of doing simulation if one is to trust its results. Overlooking it might 

allow published simulations at large to go around unchecked, with possible ambiguity 

and errors in their descriptions, bugs in the code as well as subtle differences in the way  

floating point arithmetic is handled in different systems, as Axtell and colleagues (1996) 

found out.  

Given this context, this dissertation presents an exploration and replication of 

Hofstede, Jonker and Verwart (2010b) cultured negotiating agents. Hofstede et al. 

(2010b) multi-agent simulation represents a milestone in the generation of culturally 

differentiated agents: the model of culture is applied on agents that negotiate goods in a 

trade network, reproducing qualitative aspects of actual inter-cultural trade reported in 
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the literature and showing that the model was sensitive to variations on the cultural 

dimensions. 

 

Scientific Contributions 

  

 During this dissertation project, a paper that encompasses it was submitted and 

approved for oral presentation at the 10th International Conference on Practical 

Applications of Agents and Multi-Agent Systems (PAAMS), sponsored by the IEEE 

Systems Man and Cybernetics Society Spain Section Chapter and the IEEE Spain 

Section. The paper is titled “Replicating Hofstede‟s Cultured Negotiation” and is 

available in Appendix A. 

 

Document‟s Organization 

 

 This document is organized in 5 chapters. 

 Chapter 2 (Background and Related Work) introduces the fundamental concepts 

used in this work regarding the notions of culture and cultural models, social simulation 

and the issues of simulation replication, as well as recommend practices for defining 

replications. 

 Chapter 3 (Modeling Approach) describes how Hofstede et al. (2010) cultured 

negotiating agents simulation model was put together, introducing the negotiation 

protocol used, its associated utility function and describing how the cultural model was 

integrated within. 

Chapter 4 (Original Model) describes the original model simulation context and 

agents core behavior and attributes, and presents the model hypothesis and a brief 

simulation results discussion. 

 Chapter 5 (Model Replication) discusses how we replicated the original model 

and how it can be defined through recommend sets of information in the literature.  We 

then present and discuss our replication results and conclude with some methodological 

suggestions on how the process of simulation replication can be made more transparent 

and effective. 

 Chapter 6 (Conclusion) presents a summary of the work developed in this 

project and future work. 
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Chapter 2 - Background and Related Work 

 

We present, chiefly, the concepts of culture, Hofstede‟s dimensional model of 

culture, which lies behind the social simulation cultural behaviors, and the fields of 

Social Simulation and Simulation Replication. 

 

The Concept of Culture 

  

Hofstede and colleagues define culture as the unwritten rules of society 

(Hofstede et al., 2010b), which set a group apart from another and that ease 

communication within each one. These unwritten rules represent patterns of thinking, 

feeling and potential acting, most of them learned, acquired, in early childhood 

(Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010a). This learning process starts within the family 

and then continues on, to an ever increasing circle of social interactions: to the 

neighborhood, at school, in groups, at the workplace, and in the society at large. 

Hofstede et al. (2010a) argue that these patterns of behavior may be seen as mental 

programs that greatly influence one‟s actions, while still retaining one‟s ability to act in 

new and unexpected ways. Thus, culture is the set of these mental programs. 

Hofstede et al. (2010a) further define culture as always being a collective 

phenomenon, where it is at least partly shared within members of a given social 

environment. Furthermore, culture is learned in that social environment, and not innate. 

It should be distinguished from human nature and from individual‟s personality (see 

Fig. 1). Human nature is defined as being the basic mental programs, inherited by our 

genes, common to all humans, that define our basic physical and psychological 

functioning, such as the ability to feel fear, anger and love, to associate with other 

human beings and to communicate information about the environment to them. Culture 

modifies the expression of these feelings. The individual personality refers to his or her 

unique set of mental programs, partly defined by genes and by the individual culture 

and unique personal experiences.  
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Fig. 1 – Hofstede et al. (2010a) Three Levels of Uniqueness in Mental 

Programming 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hofstede et al. (2010a) argue that there is still not a consensus regarding where 

the boundaries lie between these concepts: in a personality test performed in different 

countries, Hofstede and McCrae (2004) showed that average or “normal” personality 

varies with culture. 

 

Manifestations of Culture 

 

Hofstede et al. (2010a) argue that cultural differences manifestations can be 

defined by 4 concepts: symbols, heroes, rituals, and values. These 4 concepts are 

organized by layers (see Fig. 2): symbols are the most superficial manifestations of 

culture while values are the deepest manifestations with heroes and rituals in between. 

Furthermore, symbols, heroes, and rituals, although visible to strangers, are only 

correctly interpreted by society members. 
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Fig. 2 – Hofstede et al. (2010a) The Onion: Manifestations of Culture at 

Different Levels of Depth 

 

 

 

 Symbols refer to words, gestures, pictures, or objects that carry a 

particular meaning, recognizable only by those that share the same 

culture. Examples are idiomatic expressions, dress and hairstyles, flags 

and status symbols. Symbols are typically transitory, new ones are easily 

created and old ones easily disappear. They are also regularly copied 

from one group by other groups. 

 Heroes are individuals, alive or dead, real or imaginary, who are role 

models, who possess desirable physical and psychological traits by a 

given culture members. Examples of fictitious heroes are Batman and 

Barbie; real ones may be the president of a country or a music star.  

 Rituals are collective activities that, although not necessarily useful by 

themselves, are required socially. For example, apparently rational 

business or political meetings may serve only to reinforce group 

cohesion or to allow the leaders to assert themselves. Other examples 

include ways of greeting people, social and religious ceremonies.  
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 Values are the deepest manifestations of culture and form its core. They 

are broad tendencies to prefer certain conditions over others. Values deal 

with pairings such as: evil versus good, dirty versus clean, and moral 

versus immoral. Values, as well as symbols, heroes and rituals, are 

acquired early in our life, both conscious and unconsciously. 

 

The Development of Hofstede‟s Model of Culture 

 

Measuring Values 

 

Hofstede et al. (2010a) argue that values, more than practices, are the elements 

of culture that are studied in comparative research given that those are stable, unlike the 

latter. A typical approach to study culture values has been the development of paper and 

pencil questionnaires, where subjects are asked for their preferences. However, it is 

argued that these types of questionnaires should not be taken too literally. People may 

answer one thing and do another, when faced with the same hypothetical scenario in the 

real world. Still, questionnaires do provide useful information when subjects‟ results are 

aggregated, as they indicate tendencies for different reactions for the same scenarios, 

between different groups. 

 Hofstede et al. (2010a) stress another important pitfall when interpreting 

people‟s values: to be able to distinguish between the desirable and the desired, the way 

people feel the world should be versus what they want for themselves. The desirable 

refers to society in general and to what is best for society as a whole. People‟s answers 

to that type of questions reflect what societies consider virtues and what societies 

consider sins. On the other hand, the desired refers to the individual, to what it is his/her 

actual opinion and not what he/she thinks it is the right thing to do according to his/her 

society.  

In terms of resemblance to actual individual behavior, Hofstede et al. (2010a) 

argue that desirable-type answers are typically quite different from what people would 

actually do, and even desired-type answers do not reflect actual behavior, although they 

are closer to it than the former. Summing up the differences, the desirable relates more 
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to what the society considers ethically right, to ideology, while the desired is statistical, 

it indicates the choices made by the majority. 

 

The Concept of Cultural Dimension 

 

The basis of Hofstede‟s dimensional model of culture is the conviction 

developed in social anthropology that all societies, modern or traditional, face similar 

problems but differ in the way they respond to them (Hofstede et al., 2010a). The field 

of social anthropology then tried to identify what problems specifically were common 

to all societies by studying them in the field and by statistical analysis. Hofstede et al. 

(2010a) refer to the 1954 study by sociologist Alex Inkeles and the psychologist Daniel 

Levinson who analyzed the English-language literature on national culture. In that 

study, Inkeles and Levinson suggested a set of common issues that societies face 

worldwide: relation to authority, conception of self regarding one‟s society and one‟s 

concepts of masculinity and femininity, and ways of dealing with conflicts, including 

the control of aggression and the expression of feelings. Each one of these issues 

represents a dimension of culture, an aspect of culture that can be measure relative to 

other cultures (Hofstede et al., 2010a). A dimension represents a set of phenomena in a 

society that were empirically found to occur together, that is, phenomena that were 

found to have a statistical relationship. Furthermore, given their statistical nature, 

dimensions can only be found by comparing data among different cultures. The set of 

the dimensions of culture forms a model of differences between national cultures: each 

country has a score on each of those dimensions that unambiguously distinguishes that 

country from others. 

 

Background Data 

 

Hofstede‟s initial 4-dimensional model of culture was developed after a large 

survey data set about people‟s values in more than 50 countries (Hofstede et al., 2010a). 

That data was gathered on employees for International Business Machines (IBM) 

multinational corporation. A statistical analysis of the survey answers revealed common 
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problems with different solutions from country to country, in areas similar to those of 

Inkeles and Levinson. These areas are: 

 Social inequality, including the relationship with authority. 

 The relationship between the individual and the group. 

 Concepts of masculinity and femininity, regarding the social and 

emotional implications of being either male or female. 

 Ways of dealing with uncertainty and ambiguity, related to the control of 

aggression and the expression of emotions. 

The importance of the similarity between the IBM statistical analysis group 

findings with those of Inkeles and Levinson is that it provides strong support for 

the paradigm that problems that are basic to all human societies should be 

present in different studies, independently of the methods used. In other words, 

Inkeles and Levinson analysis predicted 4 areas in which human societies find 

different answers to was empirically confirmed later on by Hofstede‟s IBM data 

analysis. These 4 problem areas represented  the initial Hofstede‟s 4 dimensions 

model of culture that comprise the following: power distance (from small to 

large), collectivism versus individualism, femininity versus masculinity, and 

uncertainty avoidance (from weak to strong). 

 Hofstede et al. (2010a) argue that a disadvantage of dimensional models 

is that they are difficult to grasp when they exceed 3 dimensions: up until 3 

dimensions one can make use of geometry to imagine the countries scores as 

points in space. Instead, Hofstede et al. (2010a) adopt typologies to describe the 

model dimensions. A typology describes a set of ideal types, each of them easy 

to imagine. A referenced example of a common typology of countries in the 20
th

 

century was dividing the world into a first, second and third world, relating, 

specifically, to a capitalist, a communist and a former colonial bloc. Each 

dimension of Hofstede‟s cultural model will be explained by presenting each 

dimension 2 opposite extreme types, i.e., high scores versus low scores for a 

given dimension. Nevertheless, Hofstede et al. (2010a) argue that typologies are 

problematic in empirical research as actual countries rarely fully fit into one 

type; most cases are hybrids and arbitrary rules have to be made for classifying 

them as belonging to one type or another. Dimensional models on the other 

hand, allow full disambiguation with their statistical scores. Furthermore, these 
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national scores can then be empirically sorted into clusters with similar scores, 

forming an empirical typology. Hofstede et al. (2010a) found 12 clusters by 

analyzing the countries scores in the initial 4-dimensional model. 

 

Hofstede‟s Dimensional Model of Culture 

 

Hofstede‟s dimensional model of culture is about societies‟ social patterns, of 

what is likely to be expected from an individual behavior given his social context 

(Hofstede et al., 2010a). His dimensional model of culture, he argues, is of great 

explanatory value and realism, positing culture along 6 dimensions, each of which 

relates to basic human drives. Hofstede's model captures those social patterns through a 

combination of 6 different dimensions: Collectivism versus Individualism, Power 

Distance, Masculinity versus Femininity, Uncertainty Avoidance, Short-Term 

Orientation versus Long-Term Orientation and Indulgence versus Restraint. Each 

dimension is assigned a real value in a [0, 1] scale to define a culture. Actual human 

cultures dimension values usually lie in between extreme values (Hofstede et al., 

2010b). These dimensions are related to our basic drives and reflect large groups‟ social 

patterns and not personality traits. 

 Collectivism Versus Individualism – This dimension informs how 

close a member is to a group (Hofstede et al., 2010a). In individualist 

societies, the ties between individuals are very loose, people are expected 

to look after themselves: the interest of the individual prevails over the 

interests of the group. Children are expected to leave home soon and, not 

rarely, these individuals reduce or break off contact with their parents. In 

collectivist societies, people are integrated from birth into strong, 

cohesive in-groups, who protect their members and, in turn, ask for 

member‟s loyalty: the interest of the group prevails over the interest of 

the individual. Furthermore, the individual differentiates between 2 types 

of groups. The in-group is the major source of the individual identity and 

stability, formed by close family and friends. Individuals assess other 

people by categorizing them as belonging to out-groups. During an 

individual‟s life, a strong mutual dependence relationship develops 

between him/her and his in-group. The Individualism Index (IDV), that 
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classifies a country Individualism dimension value relative to other 

countries, was statistically calculated from the IBM survey answers 

(Hofstede et al., 2010a). For a set of statements about work goals, 

respondents were asked to rank each statement in a 1 – 5 scale, from “of 

utmost importance to me” to “of very little or no importance”. 

Respondents were asked “Try to think of those factors that would be 

important to you in an ideal job; disregard the extent to which they are 

contained in your present job. How important is it to you to …” followed 

by 14 items. The IBM data analysis on this set of questions yielded 2 

dimensions: Individualism, and Masculinity versus Femininity. The 

survey items most associated with individualist societies were the 

following: 

o Personal time: have a job that leaves you sufficient time for your 

personal or family life 

o Freedom: have considerable freedom to adopt your own approach 

to the job 

o Challenge: have challenging work to do – work from which you 

can get a personal sense of accomplishment 

And the following items were most associated with collectivist societies: 

o Training: have training opportunities (to improve your skills or 

learn new skills) 

o Physical conditions: have good physical working conditions 

(good ventilation and lighting, adequate work space, etc.) 

o Use of skills: fully use your skills and abilities on the job 

For example, in collectivist societies, such as East Asian ones (e.g., 

China, Singapore and Thailand all have IDV = 20), fixed membership to 

only one group is the social norm and it dictates that no group member 

can be cast away: maintaining group harmony is critical. In individualist 

societies, such as the United States (IDV = 91) and France (IDV = 71), 

the norm is more of one developing self independence. 

 Hierarchy: Large Versus Small Power Distance – The Power Distance 

dimension reflects how authority is seen by those that are at the bottom 

of a society (Hofstede et al., 2010a). In other words, it is the extent to 
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which the less powerful members of institutions and organizations within 

a country expect and accept that power is distributed unequally. The 

Power Distance Index (PDI), that classifies a country Power Distance 

dimension value relative to other countries, was statistically calculated 

from the IBM survey answers, particularly from the following survey 

items (Hofstede et al., 2010a): 

o Answers by nonmanagerial employees to the question “How 

frequently, in your experience, does the following problem occur: 

employees being afraid to express disagreement with their 

managers?” (mean score on a 1 – 5 scale from “very frequently” 

to “very seldom”) 

o Subordinates‟ perception of the boss‟s actual decision-making 

style (percentage choosing the description of either an autocratic 

style, or, a paternalistic style, out of 4 possible styles plus a “non 

of these” alternative) 

o Subordinates‟ preference for their boss‟s decision-making style 

(percentage preferring an autocratic or a paternalistic style, or, on 

the contrary, a style based on majority vote, but not a consultative 

style) 

Large power distance culture examples are China (PDI = 80) and Russia  

(PDI = 93) where prominent social figures, such as politicians and police, 

are expected to be authoritarian, to enforce their will upon the less 

powerful. Small power distance examples are Anglo and Nordic 

countries (e.g., Great Britain PDI = 35, Finland PDI = 33 and Norway 

PDI = 31), where people are born equal and a democratic order prevails. 

No special attention is granted to people of higher status within these 

societies. In summary, in small Power Distance countries, there is limited 

dependence of subordinates on bosses and there is a preference for 

consultation, while in large Power Distance countries, there is a 

considerable dependence of subordinates on bosses and subordinates are 

unlikely to approach and contradict their bosses. 

 Aggression and Gender: Masculinity Versus Femininity – The 

Masculinity versus Femininity dimension is about the social roles of men 
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and women in society (Hofstede et al., 2010a).   Hofstede et al. (2010a) 

use the terms masculine and feminine to distinguish between the social, 

culturally determined roles of men and women in society. The definition 

of what behaviors are considered feminine or masculine, they argue, 

differs among both traditional and modern societies. At the same time, 

Hofstede et al. (2010a) also argue that most traditional and modern 

societies share a common pattern of gender roles distribution: men are 

supposed to be fighters, assertive, competitive and tough, the hunters and 

fighters in traditional societies and its equivalent in modern economic 

societies; women are supposed to take the tender, caring roles, to be 

more concerned with taking care of the home, the children, overall, with 

family and relationships. Thus, a society is called masculine when 

emotional gender roles are clearly distinct, with assertive and 

competitive men and with more modest, tender and concerned with the 

quality of life women. A feminine society is one where emotional gender 

roles are not clearly distinct, where both men and women are supposed to 

assume the latter social gender attributes. The Masculinity Index (MAS), 

that classifies a country Masculinity versus Feminity dimension value 

relative to other countries, was statistically calculated from the IBM 

survey answers (Hofstede et al., 2010a). The set of survey items that 

produced this dimension was the same set that produced the 

Individualism versus Collectivism dimension, a set about 14 work goals 

items.  The survey items most associated with the masculine societies 

were the following: 

o Earnings: have an opportunity for high earnings 

o Recognition: get the recognition you deserve when you do a good 

job 

o Advancement: have an opportunity for advancement to higher-

level jobs 

o Challenge: have challenging work to do – work from which you 

can get a personal sense of accomplishment 
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And the following items were most associated with feminine societies: 

o Manager: have a good working relationship with your direct 

superior 

o Cooperation: work with people who cooperate well with one 

another 

o Living area: live in an area desirable to you and your family 

o Employment security: have the security that you will be able to 

work for your company as long as you want to 

Examples of feminine countries are Sweden (MAS = 5), Norway (MAS 

= 8) and Netherlands (MAS = 14). On the other extreme of the scale we 

find masculine countries such as Great Britain (MAS = 66), the United 

States (MAS = 62) and Japan (MAS = 95). 

 Otherness and Truth: Uncertainty Avoidance – The Uncertainty 

Avoidance dimension informs how a society deals with unknown or 

ambiguous situations, how a society reacts to them (Hofstede et al., 

2010a). Hofstede and colleagues argue that technology, law and religion 

were the ways societies found to deal with uncertainty and alleviate its 

burden: technology helps to deal with nature, laws with people and 

religion with the transcendent. And, that in spite of overall access to the 

same information, different societies continue to differ with respect to 

these 3 topics. Furthermore, it is argued that feelings of uncertainty are 

also acquired and learned, behaviors that belong to the cultural heritage 

of societies, which we carry throughout our lives. Uncertainty avoiding 

societies protect themselves from outside interference with strict rituals 

and norms, such as religious rules. Additionally, they feel that there is no 

ground for middle-terms, either something is right or it is wrong. 

Uncertainty tolerant societies are more receptive to novelty and display a 

natural curiosity. The classification of the Uncertainty Avoidance 

dimension of a country, from weak to strong, is the Uncertainty 

Avoidance Index (UAI), statistically calculated from the IBM survey 

answers (Hofstede et al., 2010a). In the survey, the following 3 items 

were the most strongly correlated for this dimension: 
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o Job stress: How often do you feel nervous or tense at work? 

(score from 1, “I always feel this way”, to 5, “I never feel this 

way”) 

o Agreement with the statement: Company rules should not be 

broken – even when the employee thinks it is in the company‟s 

best interest (score from 1 to 5) 

o Expressing intent to stay with the company for a long-term 

career: How long do you think you will continue working for 

IBM? (possible answers were 1, “two years at most”, 2, “From 

two to five years”, 3, “More than five years (but I probably will 

leave before I retire)”, and 4, “Until I retire”) 

Examples of high uncertainty avoiding countries are Greece (UAI = 112), 

Portugal (UAI = 104), Argentina (UAI = 86), Brazil (UAI = 76), Japan 

(UAI = 92) and South Korea (UAI = 85). Examples of low uncertainty 

avoiding societies are Anglo and Scandinavian countries, such as Great 

Britain (UAI = 35), United States (UAI = 46), Finland (UAI = 59) and 

Denmark (UAI = 23). 

 Short Versus Long-Term Gratification of Needs – The long-term 

versus short-term orientation (LTO) dimension informs if a society lives 

for the present and past, by fostering appropriate virtues such as respect 

for tradition and preservation of “face”, or if it focuses on the future 

instead, by fostering virtues as perseverance and thrift (habit of saving, 

related to economical management) (Hofstede et al., 2010a). Short-term 

oriented societies respect conventions and feel the need to live up to 

other members cultural or socio-economic levels. In relation to the 

Uncertainty Avoidance dimension, short-term oriented societies also 

display a strong sense of right and wrong and hold those beliefs to be 

immutable. Long-term oriented societies display a pragmatic reasoning 

and flexible principles, adaptable to the context. They can see both sides 

of an issue and complement them. As argued in the next sub-chapter, 

Beyond the Original IBM Research, this dimension was a product of 

statistical analysis of the Chinese Values Survey (CVS) data and the 

comparison of those results against Hofstede‟s original 4 dimensions of 
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culture: all the dimensions discovered (i.e., as a result of empirical 

statistical analysis) in the CVS survey data correlated with Hofstede‟s 

original 4 dimensions except for LTO dimension (Hofstede et al., 2010a). 

The LTO dimension discovered in the CVS data combined, on one end 

of the scale, the values of persistence (perseverance), thrift, ordering 

relationships by status and observing this order, and having a sense of 

shame, and on the other end of the scale, the values of reciprocation of 

greetings, favors and gifts, respect for tradition, protecting one‟s “face”, 

and personal steadiness and stability. Hofstede et al. (2010a) argue that a 

problem with the CVS data from which the LTO dimension spawned is 

that it only covered 23 countries, which contrasted with the more than 50 

countries covered in the IBM dataset. Minkov‟s (2007) analysis of the 

World Values Survey (WVS) data provided the possibility to extend the 

list of countries covered and therefore enhancing the validity of this new 

dimension. Minkov‟s (2007) monumentalism versus flexhumility 

dimension discovered from that analysis correlated strongly and 

negatively (r = -0.65) with the LTO-CVS dimension. The negative aspect 

of the correlation was explained by both dimensions having similar 

concepts in opposing poles regarding one another. Similarly to the LTO-

CVS, the monumentalism versus flexhumility dimension contrasts 

societies in which individuals are supposed to be like a “proud and stable 

monolithic monument” versus societies whose cultures are for humility, 

flexibility and adaptability (Hofstede et al., 2010a). This demonstrated 

that conceptually and statistically similar dimensions could be produced 

using different databases and different theoretical perspectives. 

Furthermore, the WVS survey had items that were equivalent 

semantically and that correlated significantly to the meaning of the 

original LTO-CVS dimension, so a new LTO index could be calculated. 

These items were the following:   

o Thrift as a desirable trait for children: “Here is a list of qualities 

that children can be encouraged to learn at home. Which, if any, 

do you consider to be especially important? Please choose up to 

five.” The list included independence, hard work, feeling of 
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responsibility, imagination, tolerance and respect for other 

people, thrift (saving money and things), determination 

(perseverance), religious faith, unselfishness, and obedience. The 

percentage using “thrift” was measured. 

o National pride: “How proud are you to be (name of your 

nationality) ? very proud, quite proud, not very proud, not at all 

proud.” The percentage choosing “very proud” was measured. 

o Importance of service to others: “For each of the following, 

indicate how important it is in your life – very important, rather 

important, not very important, or not at all important: family, 

friends, leisure time, politics, work, religion, service to others.” 

The percentage choosing “very important” for service to others 

was measured. 

Examples of high LTO countries are South Korea (LTO = 100), Taiwan 

(LTO = 93), Japan (LTO = 88) and China (LTO = 87). European 

examples include Germany (LTO = 83) and Russia (LTO = 81). Low 

LTO countries are, for example, Norway (LTO = 38), Portugal (LTO = 

28), Australia (LTO = 21) and Argentina (LTO = 20).       

 Indulgence versus Restraint – The indulgence versus restraint (IVR) 

dimension is the sixth and most recent dimension of the Hofstede‟s 

model of culture. Although this dimension is not used in our social 

simulation replication we will nevertheless briefly introduce it. The IVR 

dimension is about the opposition between acting as one desires in fun 

and leisure related activities (indulgence) and the conviction that such 

desires must be controlled and restricted by strict social norms (restraint) 

(Hofstede et al., 2010a). It was discovered by Minkov in the WVS data 

after having identified a set of items related to happiness (the next sub-

chapter, Beyond the Original IBM Research, further elaborates on this 

dimension discovery). The definition of happiness used is correlated with 

a perception of life control, of living one‟s life more or less as one 

pleases. The set of items that related to the IVR dimension and that were 

used to build the IVR countries index were the following: 
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o Happiness: “Taking all things together, would you say you are 

very happy, quite happy, not very happy, or not at all happy.” The 

percentage choosing “very happy” was measured. 

o Life control: “Some people feel they have completely free choice 

over their lives, while other people feel that what they do has no 

real effect on what happens to them. Please use this scale where 1 

means „none at all‟ and 10 means „a great deal‟ to indicate how 

much freedom of choice and control you feel you have over the 

way your life turns out.” The average national scores reported by 

WVS were measured, that meant choosing 6 or higher. 

o Importance of leisure: “For each of the following, indicate how 

important it is in your life: very important, rather important, not 

very important, or not at all important: family, friends, leisure 

time, politics, work, religion, service to others.” The percentage 

choosing “very important” for leisure time was measured. 

Examples of high IVR countries are Mexico (IVR = 97), Sweden (IVR = 

78), Denmark (IVR = 70), Great Britain (IVR = 69) and the United States 

(IVR = 68). Low IVR countries examples are South Korea (IVR = 29), 

India (IVR = 26), China (IVR = 24) and Russia (IVR = 20). 

The Value of Nation Level Analysis 

 

Nations are political units into which the world is divided and to one of which 

each human being is supposed to belong and identify him or herself with (Hofstede et 

al., 2010a). Nations are a recent phenomenon in human history, introduced only in the 

mid-twentieth century and typically created without consideration for local cultural 

differences, and that, therefore, should not be equated to societies, which are historically 

natural ways of social organization. Nevertheless, nations that have existed over a 

certain amount of time tend to develop a common culture, although not as homogenous 

as isolated societies. At the same time, minorities within those nations tend to fight for 

their recognition or for their independence. Hence, Hofstede et al. (2010a) argue that, in 

cultural differences research, using nationality as the unit to compare different societies 

should be done with care. Finally, it is argued that a strong justification for studying 
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cultural differences at nation-level is that one of the purposes of the field is to promote 

cooperation among nations (Hofstede et al., 2010a). 

Smith (2004) also introduces and discusses the contribution of understanding 

nations, outside of the traditional psychological approach of studying the individual, 

apart from others, placed in an artificial environment, the laboratory, with ethical and 

methodological constraints, likely to exclude important factors in socialization.  

Smith (2004) argues that to understand the effects of the environment on the 

individual researchers have 2 options. One way is to try to explain cultural differences 

based on individual datum, such as a shared set of values by individuals. Another way 

to understand cultural differences is to treat individuals' cultural orientations and 

behavior as dependent measures and nation-level studies are such kind of alternative. 

The way we get to the top, from the individual up to the nation, is to understand culture 

as groups of individuals who, at least for some events, social artifacts, and objects 

around them, attribute the same meaning. We can then consider aggregations of shared 

meanings at various levels; for example, the levels of: family, ethnicity, regions and 

nations. Nations are then differentiated by aggregating processed individual data and 

aligning that data along dimensions of psychological nature. Hofstede‟s dimensional 

model of culture follows such rationale. 

A great challenge to the nation-level approach is on how to avoid tautological 

descriptions of cultures, since it uses standards of measure that are dependent on 

individuals. Smith (2004) argues that one solution is to use what he calls true measures 

of culture, like such derived from climate and social institutions data. For example, it is 

argued that a nation's wealth might be such example of a true culture measure as it is 

dependent on a nation's government and its past and its use, direct or indirect, influences 

individuals. Smith (2004) introduces 2 important concepts related to these short-

comings, those of citizen mean and true nation-level mean. A citizen mean is a score 

based on aggregating data from individual to nation-level. It is often an insufficient 

mean to characterize a culture since the attributes that make one culture mean may 

relate to one another differently, at different levels of analysis. On the other hand, a true 

nation-level mean is based on the analysis of the interplay between several citizen 

means (at the nation level). Hofstede's dimensions are such examples of the latter.  

One short-coming of the nation-level approach is that the larger the aggregated 

group is, the more likely it is to find greater differences among members. Another 
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important issue for nation-level researchers, tied to the previous one, is that of the 

representativeness of sampling. People are just different within a nation. Another issue 

is that of trying to verify if some relationship between variables at one level still holds 

at another level. That is to say, that, as Smith (2004) argues, that relationships between 

variables at one level of analysis might not be the same at another level. Smith (2004) 

also presents a possible solution, of having connected sets of concepts in order to relate 

different levels of analysis, with only one set of concepts per level. 

Smith (2004) concludes with the value of nation-level studies by stating that 

nations provide the context within which we exist and ignoring them may lead us to 

misinterpret people's behavior. 

 

Beyond the Original IBM Research 

 

 

IBM Research Replications 

 

Hofstede et al. (2010a) refer to 6 major replications of the original IBM 

questionnaire research, or of its later, improved version, Values Survey Modules 

(VSM), covering 14 countries or more. These 6 replications conclusions are briefly 

presented. 

Hoppe (1990) studied members of government, parliamentarians, labor and 

employers‟ leaders, academics and artists, from 18 countries, with VSM 82, having 

confirmed power distance, uncertainty avoidance and individualism. Hoppe (1998) later 

confirmed masculinity with VSM 94.  

Shane (1995) and Shane and Venkataraman (1996) analyzed employees of 6 

international corporations from between 28 and 32 countries, having confirmed power 

distance, uncertainty avoidance and individualism. 

Helmreich and Merritt (1998) and Merritt (2000) studied commercial airline 

pilots from 19 countries using VSM 82 and other IBM questions regarded as more 

relevant to pilots. Altogether, the 4 dimensions were confirmed: power distance, 

individualism, masculinity and uncertainty avoidance. 
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Author de Mooij (2004) turned to consumers. Using the VSM 94 the study 

confirmed uncertainty avoidance, individualism and masculinity.   

 Mouritzen and Svara (2002) studied top municipal servants from 14 countries 

with VSM 94. The study confirmed power distance, uncertainty avoidance and 

masculinity, and it related the fist 2 to forms of local government in the countries. 

Finally, van Nimwegen (2002) studied employees of an international bank in 19 

countries. The study confirmed power distance and individualism and, to a certaint 

extent, masculinity and long-term orientation.  

Besides these 6 major replications, Søndergaard (1994) reviewed 19 small 

replications, where most of them compared 2 to 3 countries, and concluded that together 

those studies confirmed statistically the original 4 dimensions: power distance, 

individualism, masculinity and uncertainty avoidance. 

To conclude, Hofstede et al. (2010a) point out that the success of these 

replications does not imply that the countries cultures did not change since the original 

IBM research but, if they did, they changed together, maintaining their relative position 

to one another. 

 

Extending the Original Four Dimensions: The Chinese Value Survey 

 

 A study (Ng et al, 1982) about the comparison of values of female and male 

psychology students in the Asia-Pacific region using a western-developed questionnaire 

based on U.S. society values, the Rockeach Value Survey (RVS), put forward the 

question of how such western questionnaires were appropriate to study non-western 

societies culture (Hofstede & Bond, 1984). The RVS was assessed the same way as the 

IBM research. The results analysis yielded 4 cultural dimensions that were found to be 

statistically correlated each of which to the 4 cultural dimensions of Hofstede‟s model. 

On the one hand, that discovery represented strong support for the cultural dimensions 

paradigm, on the other hand, it could represent a meaningless correlation as the 

questionnaire had been developed by a western mindset and answered by non-

westerners: irrelevant questions might have been asked and relevant ones omitted.  

A new questionnaire was then developed, the Chinese Value Survey (CVS), 

designed to be non-western in nature, with input from Chinese social scientists about 

Chinese basic values (Hofstede et al., 2010a). A new study using the CVS, applied to 
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100 students, 50 men and 50 women, in 23 countries around the world, produced 

statistically 4 dimensions (Hofstede et al., 2010a). Three of which were equivalent to 

those found in the IBM research, only uncertainty avoidance had no equivalent in the 

CVS dimensions. The fourth CVS dimension was related to short-term versus long-term 

planning; it was integrated in Hofstede‟s original 4-dimensional model and labeled as 

long-term versus short-term orientation (LTO) (Hofstede et al., 2010a). 

 

A Second Model Extension: Minkov’s Analysis of the World Values Survey 

 

The World Values Survey (WVS) is a data collection process that has been 

taking place every 10 years, with a current 4
th

 round being in process, and that covers 

more than 100 countries worldwide (Hofstede et al., 2010a). The WVS comprises a 

survey with more than 360 forced-choice items, covering ecology, economy, education, 

emotions, family, gender and sexuality, government and politics, happiness, health, 

leisure and friends, morality, religion, society and nation, and work. Furthermore, the 

entire data bank is freely available on the Web at http://worldvaluessurvey.com/. 

Minkov (2007) explored the WVS data, along with other sources, and produced 

3 cultural dimensions: exclusionism versus universalism, monumentalism versus 

flexhumility, and indulgence versus restraint. That work was then integrated into 

Hofstede‟s dimensions: exclusionism versus universalism strongly correlated with 

collectivism versus individualism, monumentalism versus flexhumility correlated 

significantly with short versus long-term orientation, and indulgence versus restraint 

became the new 6
th

 dimension of the Hofstede‟s model. 

 

Validation of Hofstede‟s Country Culture Scores 

 

Hofstede et al. (2010a) define the Hofstede‟s cultural model validation process 

as correlating quantitatively the cultural dimensions scores with other measures and 

then by complementing that quantitative analysis with qualitative, descriptive 

information about the countries. This process was applied to the IBM nations‟ scores 

and with varied success, to the new model dimensions, LTO and IVR.  

http://worldvaluessurvey.com/
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Hofstede et al. (2010a) refer to more than 400 significant correlations of the 

IBM dimension scores with other measures: 355 significant zero-order correlations, 62 

significant second-order correlations and 9 significant third-order correlations. Hofstede 

et al. (2010a) also argue that these correlations did not become weaker since the original 

IBM research, around 1970, up to 2010, and that they therefore indicate stable aspects 

of societies. Examples of such correlations were: 

 Power distance was correlated with the use of violence in domestic 

politics and with income inequality in a country 

 Individualism was correlated with national wealth (Gross National 

Income per capita) and with mobility between social classes over time. 

 Masculinity was correlated negatively with the share of Gross National 

Income that rich countries spent helping third world countries. 

 Uncertainty avoidance was correlated with Roman Catholicism and with 

the enforcement of identity cards in developed countries. 

 Long-term orientation was correlated with national savings rates (a 

country‟s income minus consumption). 

 Indulgence versus Restraint is reported to have a positive although weak 

relationship with national wealth. Nevertheless, given that this dimension 

is still recent, Hofstede et al. (2010a)  advise that further research is still 

required. 

Nevertheless, Hofstede et al. (2010a) stress that relationships between 

measurable phenomena can be complex and that, although the cultural dimensions help 

us understand societies better, it still does not describe the whole picture. 

 

The Relationship Between Culture and Personality 

 

Hofstede et al. (2010a) argue that the analysis of the relationship between culture 

and personality improved in the end of the 20
th

 century with the availability of better 

data from the cultural values research and from developments of personality testing. 

Regarding personality testing, it is argued that a useful common set of personality 

dimensions emerged, called the Big Five. The Big Five dimensions include openness to 

experience versus rigidity, conscientiousness versus undependability, extraversion 
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versus introversion, agreeableness versus ill-temperedness and neuroticism versus 

emotional stability. 

Hofstede and McCrae (2004) analyzed the relationship between cultural 

dimension scores and personality dimension scores in 33 countries using a self-scored 

personality test based on the Big Five. The test data, referring to the Big Five 

dimensions, correlated significantly with the original 4 Hofstede‟s cultural dimensions, 

showing that personality and culture are not independent. Hofstede and McCrae (2004) 

overall conclusion was that this relationship between culture and personality is not 

absolute but statistical: there is a great variety of personalities in each country, therefore 

a country‟s cultural dimension scores do not justify stereotyping individuals from that 

country. 

 

Other Culture National Cultures Classifications 

 

 Hofstede et al. (2010a) argue that since the introduction of their paradigm in 

1980, of classifying national cultures along a number of dimensions, other theories have 

emerged using that same paradigm. Among which they refer to Shalom H. Schwartz 

work and to the Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness 

(GLOBE). We briefly present those models. 

 Schwartz developed a survey of 56 value items which asked respondents to 

score the extent to which each item is important as “a guiding principle in your life”, 

from -1 meaning “opposed to values” and 0 meaning “not important” to 7 meaning 

“supreme importance” (Hofstede et al., 2010a). Schwartz and Bardi (2001) analyzed 

scores from college students in 54 countries and elementary school teachers in 56 

countries. Schwartz and Bardi (2001) produced 10 cultural dimensions using a 

statistical analysis and moving the scores analysis to country level, that number was 

reduced to 7 dimensions: conservatism, hierarchy, mastery, affective autonomy, 

intellectual autonomy, egalitarian commitment, and harmony. In comparison with 

Hofstede‟s cultural dimensions, several correlations were found between the 2 models 

dimensions, mainly with respect to individualism/collectivism. 

 The GLOBE project is based on Hofstede‟s original 4 cultural dimensions and is 

focused on leadership and other aspects of national and organizational cultures 

(Hofstede et al., 2010a). The GLOBE model consists in 9 cultural dimensions, 
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developed conceptually from Hosftede‟s 5dimensions: power distance and uncertainty 

avoidance were kept, collectivism was split into institutional collectivism and in-group 

collectivism, masculinity-femininity was split into assertiveness and gender 

egalitarianism, and long-term orientation transformed into future orientation. Two new 

dimensions were added based on Hofstede‟s masculinity-femininity dimension: humane 

orientation and performance orientation. A 78 questions survey encompasses theses 

cultural dimensions. Half of the questions ask respondents to describe their culture, “as 

it is”, and the other half, to judge it, “as it should be”. There are also 2 versions of the 

questionnaire, half the respondents take a survey about their society culture and the 

other half take a survey about their organization culture. 

Hofstede et al. (2010a) argue that, in spite of similarities between the GLOBE 

and Hofstede‟s dimensions, there are several shortcomings in the GLOBE project, such 

as questions formulated using researcher‟s jargon, lack of questions dealing with the 

personally desired, very few questions dealing with masculinity in the Hofstede sense. It 

is algo argued (Hofstede et al., 2010a) that comparison of the 2 models is not immediate 

since GLOBE uses the same terms as in Hofstede‟s model but with different meanings. 

For example, GLOBE uses the term practices for answers about culture “as it is” and the 

term values for culture “as it should be” while in Hofstede‟s sense practices refer to 

observable phenomena and values refer to what the subject personal desires. Finally, 

another key shortcoming reported by Hofstede et al. (2010a) is that GLOBE uses the 

same type of questions to explore national and organizational cultures while and that 

these are 2 very different phenomena that cannot be measured with such a methodology. 

  

Agent-based Modeling and Simulation 

 

We now present the Agent-based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS) approach, a 

branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI), applied to social simulation, based mostly on 

Macal and North (2010). The ABMS field is a way of modeling real world, complex 

phenomena, like human interactions, on computer simulations. Crucial to this field is 

the definition of agency. An agent is a computer system situated in some environment 

with 2 important capabilities (Wooldridge, 2010):  

 Autonomous action: being able to decide what action to take for 

themselves, to some extent, in order to achieve some design goals. 
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 Interaction with other agents: beyond the mere exchange of data, to be 

capable to engage in social interactions with other agents, the kind 

humans engage in in their day to day, like cooperation and negotiation. 

In these simulations, agents interact with each other in several ways: besides 

information exchange, agents can influence each other and they are capable of  learning 

and adapting to the context. Agent specific and environmental rules allow these 

interactions to take place. Figure 3 illustrates this inter and intra interactions that happen 

in an agent centered simulation. 

An ABMS model has therefore 3 elements (see also Fig. 3): 

 An Agent set, with attributes and behaviors. 

 A set of relations between Agents and interaction methods, that define how and 

with whom do agents interact. 

 Agents‟ environment, where agents “live” and with which they interact. 

 

Fig. 3 – Macal and North (2010) Typical Agent 

 

Within this approach, agents are defined as being individual entities with respect 

to their environment, along with individual-specific attributes and information that they 

make use of and that allow them, for example, to identify themselves to other agents. 
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The capacity of being autonomous is the most important agent characteristic. It allows 

an agent to behave in an independent fashion, by combining information received 

through its sensors with his behavior rules. An agent also has an internal state that 

changes over time. This state consists of a set, or sub-set, of agent attributes that 

represent his current situation, i.e., the information the agent has collected and 

processed so far from the environment and its neighbors, and conditions his behavior. 

Therefore, the complexity of an agent behavior is directly dependent on the complexity 

of his set of possible states.  Furthermore, the capacity of an agent to socialize with 

other agents, of having dynamic interactions that in turn will influence his behavior, 

happens through protocols. For example, an agent identification protocol might simply 

consist of an agent recognizing another agent in his vicinity, sending him his unique 

identification number and then waiting for a reply from the other agent with his 

identification number. Besides being able to learn through experience and influence 

each other, agents can also have goals and exhibit a wide array of behaviors and 

features. 

The ABMS modeling approach, in a bottom-up manner, allows the emergence of 

complex phenomena, patterns, structures and behaviors, that were not explicitly defined 

in the models and that are a product of agent interactions over time. Macal and North 

(2010) present several applications of ABMS, such as stock market brokers‟ behavior 

simulation, understanding civilizations extinctions and modeling opposing parties that 

battle each other.  

To conclude, Macal and North (2010) argue that ABMS model implementation 

can be done with either general software or programming languages or with specialized 

versions of those two. An example of a general software that can be used for ABMS 

modeling is Microsoft Excel and an example of a general programming language is 

Java. However, as Macal and North (2010) argue, general purpose solutions do not offer 

specific features for ABMS modeling. Unlike the former, specialized agent-modeling 

software, like NetLogo or Repast Simphony, or programming languages, like 

AgentSpeak, can speed up model implementation, execution and analysis. Repast 

Simphony, which we used in this thesis experiment, is built upon a powerful 

programming framework and programming functions library to provide several useful 

features for ABMS modelers, such as ABMS model version control, model runs data 

collection and analysis, and several model run visualization interfaces.  
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Fig. 4 – Model Implementation Example with Repast Simphony 

 

 

To get an idea of how Repast Simphony looks like in practice, we can see in 

Figure 4 how we can specify model entities and entities attributes, such as a trading 

agent with a name, a group, status and capital, for example. In the case of the ABMS 

model in Figure 4, the programming language used is Java with an additional Repast 

Simphony library for ABMS modeling. It is also possible with Repast Simphony to 

connect the model run data and feed it into other software or libraries for further results 

analysis. NetLogo, on the other hand, presents a more accessible programming 

environment with an easier learning curve than Repast Simphony, while still 

maintaining useful services such as model run results analysis. Finally, AgentSpeak is 

an example of a programming language created specifically for agent modeling. It is 

built upon logic programming and the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architecture. In 

order to execute ABMS models in AgentSpeak, a language interpreter must be used. 

One such interpreter is Jason. Besides allowing the execution of AgentSpeak agent 

simulations, it is also possible to develop them in it.  
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Intelligent Agents 

 

Wooldridge (2010) suggests that a more sophisticated agent, the intelligent 

agent, should have the following capabilities: 

 Reactivity: the ability to perceive the environment and react to it in a 

timely fashion, taking into account the agent objectives. 

 Proactiveness: the ability to have initiative in taking actions in order to 

satisfy the agent objectives (goal-directed behavior). 

 Social ability: being capable of interacting with other agents, and 

possibly humans, in order to satisfy the agent objectives. 

The difficulty in building intelligent agents, Wooldridge (2010) argues, lies in the 

complexity of each of these features. The difficulty in implementing proactiveness, 

goal-directed behavior, in an agent is that the modeler must take into account that while 

the agent is processing some initial environment input that may favor some given 

action, the environment may change into a non-desirable state by the time the agent 

takes that action. The agent might crash in this type of situations. Similarly, in complex 

environments, where agents cannot observe them completely, and therefore, there is a 

great deal of uncertainty, an agent has to be reactive in the sense that it must review its 

reasoning for executing procedures, even while, in fact, executing them. Wooldridge 

(2010) argues that ideally an intelligent agent should be able to balance the goal-

directed behavior with the ability to react accordingly to the environment, in order to 

achieve its goals and avoiding the pitfall of continuously reacting to the environment in 

a way that underpins its goal-oriented procedures. Wooldridge (2010) concludes with 

the challenge of simulating social ability, akin to the human kind: a complex process, 

given that we can be seen as autonomous agents, each with his/her own different goals, 

that all the while, mainly negotiate and cooperate with themselves most of the time, in 

spite of having different objectives. 

An example of an intelligent agent is the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS), 

argued by Wooldridge (2010) to be the most durable agent architecture to date, with 

applications in an air-traffic control system, called the OASIS, and a simulation system 

called SWARMM for the Royal Australian Air Force. Wooldridge (2010) also argues 

that the PRS is also referred to as an example of a BDI architecture, since it contains 

data structures that correspond to such mental states. The BDI architecture is a cognitive 
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model for artificial intelligence based on western culture folk psychology (Gilbert, 

2006): it assumes that, typically, we evaluate others‟ actions by attempting to assess 

their intentions. These intentions are a product of interpreting other people‟s beliefs and 

desires. Gilbert (2006) argues that the value of the BDI architecture is that, in spite of 

having no psychological empirical evidence nor theoretical analysis behind it, it is 

useful within our culture to understand others‟ actions. As Gilbert (2006) sums it up, the 

BDI architecture makes sense of cognitive phenomena by using socially constructed, 

and therefore culture dependent, vocabulary. 

The Issue of Simulations Replication 

 

In spite of ABMS potential to model and study complex phenomena through 

computer simulations, and as stated earlier, Axelrod (2006) argues that simulations 

replications, and, thus, their potential validation, are seldom ever done. Hales and 

colleagues (2003) point out that published results are sometimes hard to interpret and 

explore and their models descriptions replications from the published papers are often 

quite difficult. To make matters even worse, Wilensky and Rand (2007) note that there 

is a lack of widespread knowledge on how to replicate and on how to validate 

replication results. Wilensky and Rand (2007) suggested guidelines on what information 

to publish about any given replication. We follow those guidelines for defining our 

replication and we present the standards followed. 

 

 

 

Replication Results Classification 

 

To highlight the need for simulations replication, Axtell and colleagues 

replicated 8 agent based models. During this exercise, they found several problems 

regarding ambiguity, incomplete information and description errors. Additionally, 

Axtell and colleagues (1996) defined 3 decreasing levels of replication results 

classification. The first level is “numerical identity” and is clearly the most difficult to 

achieve as it requires the precise reproduction of the original simulation results. The 

second level is “distributional equivalence” and it means that the replication results are 
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statistically indistinguishable from the original model results. The final level is called 

“relational equivalence”; here qualitative relationships between replicated model and 

original model variables are achieved. 

 

Six Dimensions of Separation 

 

Wilensky and Rand (2007) argue that an original model and an associated 

replicated model can differ across at least in six dimensions, ordered by how likely they 

can affect the replication results: time, hardware, languages, toolkits, algorithms and 

authors. Time is the least likely to affect a replication, if it does, it should be due to an 

inadequate published specification. Hardware refers to the machine where the 

replication is run and should also be of minor interest. Languages are the programming 

languages in which the model is implemented. Wilensky and Rand (2007) argue that 

different programming languages might yield different results for the same model and 

that a proper model should be language-independent. Toolkits refer to the software tools 

used in the development of a model implementation. Using a different toolkit in model 

replication, from the one used originally, might yield both issues with the model 

description as well as with the toolkit itself. Similarly, Rammnath and Gilbert (2004) 

argue that replications should be done with different tools and methodology from the 

ones used in the original simulation. Algorithms refer to how some action might be 

implemented in a different way (e.g., there are several algorithms for doing a search) 

and thus affect the results. The authors dimension represents the ability of someone 

other than the original researcher to replicate a simulation. If he does so successfully, 

then it is a strong sign of the original model accuracy and reliability. 

 

Items to Include in a Replication 

 

Next, Wilensky and Rand (2007) turn to Axtell and colleagues‟ (1996) helpful 

replication results categorization standards and present other replication best practices. 

Wilensky and Rand (2007) argue that a replication standard should be chosen a 

priori in order to plan and facilitate the process accordingly and that within the chosen 

standard, one must define a specific, concrete one, such as comparing a subset of model 
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variables. Also, contacting the original author(s) for clarification should be postponed 

until one has tried to replicate the model himself: this initial attempt will help to clearly 

identify gaps and ambiguities in the original model description and provide for a more 

efficient contact with the original author(s). Wilensky and Rand (2007) also recommend 

getting familiar with the toolkit to be used in the replication as it might inform the 

researcher on how the original model works or help him identify differences between 

the original conceptual model and its implementation. Making the original model 

implementation source code available also greatly helps its replication since a detailed 

code comparison can be made against its replication. It is also advised that this should 

not be done too early as it might unconsciously lead the replicator to follow the same 

steps as the original author(s) did, without a necessary critical stance. 

Wilensky and Rand (2007) conclude their replication methodology by listing 

several items that should be included in published replications: category of replication 

standards chosen, i.e., the Axtell and colleagues‟ (1996) ones; focal measures (the 

particular measures adopted to make the comparison); level of communication with the 

author (e.g., none, brief email contact); familiarity with language/toolkit of the original 

model (e.g., none, surface understanding, have built other models in it); examination of 

source code (e.g., none, studied-in-depth); exposure to original implemented model 

(e.g., re-ran original experiments, ran experiments other than original ones) and 

exploration of parameter space (if one only examined results from the original paper or 

tried to examine other areas of the parameter space). 
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Chapter 3 - Modelling Approach 

 

We start by addressing the ABMP negotiation protocol and the utility function 

used. We then turn to the Hofstede‟s model integration in the ABMP parameters and in 

the utility function weights. The model hypotheses are then presented and afterwards we 

turn to the simulation context and agent features. Finally, we address the simulation 

results. 

  

The Agent-Based Marketplace Protocol 

 

Briefly defined, the Agent-Based Marketplace Protocol (ABMP) protocol 

(Jonker & Treur, 2001) consists in proposals exchange between 2 parties, where each 

new proposal by an agent represents a concession to that agent previous proposal.  

A negotiation round consists of one of the parties sending a proposal to the other 

party and then this party evaluating that proposal utility, through Tykhonov and 

colleagues (2008) utility function in Hofstede et al. (2010b) model, and calculating a 

new proposal utility, using the same function. This utility function calculates the utility 

by combining all the proposals attributes and mapping them into the [0, 1] interval. 

Agents‟ culture influences, of course, the utility calculated for any proposal, in 

particular, agents‟ quality preference and risk aversion. The ABMP parameters, also 

affected by the agents‟ culture, govern their negotiation behavior: their decision to 

accept a proposal or not, and to either continue or cancel a current negotiation. These 

parameters are: 

 Concession factor, the fraction of an opening bid utility that an agent is willing 

to give in during the negotiation. This means that if an agent finds a proposal 

utility to be under this minimum utility, he rejects that proposal and cancels the 

negotiation. 

 Negotiation speed, a parameter involved in determining an agent next proposal 

utility. It is also involved in comparing that expected utility with that of a 

received proposal.  

 Acceptable utility gap refers to the maximal difference that is acceptable to an 

agent, between the agent target utility and the partner agent last bid utility. This 

calculation can lead an agent to end the negotiation for several reasons if the 
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difference between his target utility and his partner‟s last bid utility is greater 

than the acceptable utility gap: a received proposal utility may be below the 

minimum utility, a partner proposals‟ utility progress may be slower than 

expected, or simply not being possible to make a new bid with the target utility. 

In the latter, an agent will terminate the negotiation and in the other 2 cases, the 

probability that an agent will end the negotiation will depend on the impatience 

parameter. 

 Impatience is, thus, the probability of canceling a negotiation if a proposal 

utility is too low or if there is not enough utility progress. 

 

The Utility Function 

 

Hofstede et al.  (2010b) use a utility function in their ABMP protocol proposed 

by Tykhonov and colleagues (2008) that represents the utility of a proposal by 

combining 3 proposal attributes with 3 utility function weights. In the first step, a 

proposal is categorized into 3 components, its business value, its quality and its risk. 

Afterwards, these 3 components combine themselves, respectively, with an agent‟s 

preferences for a proposal business value, quality and risk. The sum of these 3 products 

yields a proposal utility. 

 

Hofstede‟s Model Integration 

 

Hofstede et al. (2010b) adopt Thompson (2005) concept of negotiation: a 

complex emotional decision making process with the goal of exchanging goods or 

services. This definition informs Hofstede et al. (2010b) human negotiation modeling 

approach: to incorporate the Hofstede's cultural model on the ABMP parameters and 

utility function weights. 

The influence of each of Hofstede's first 5 cultural dimensions (IVR is not 

present in the Hofstede et al. (2010b) simulation) on the ABMP parameters and the 

utility function weights has been modeled after narrative descriptions from previous 

research by Hofstede et al. (2006; 2008a; 2008b; 2008c; 2009) and put together into a 

unified model. Hofstede's dimensional model of culture influences negotiation, by 
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incorporating the model dimensions positive and the negative effects on the ABMP 

parameters and utility function weights and it indicates whether the ABMP parameters 

and the utility function weights may increase or decrease. Furthermore, while some 

dimensions have a direct influence on the ABMP parameters and utility function 

weights, other dimensions effects depend on the relationship between 2 negotiating 

parties: their status and their group membership. For example, in hierarchical societies, 

agents‟ status is very important while undergoing a negotiation. In the same fashion, 

belonging to the same group is also important in collectivist societies.  

In a more formal approach, Hofstede et al. (2010b) present how Hofstede‟s 

cultural model, combined with the ABMP negotiation protocol and utility function, 

influences trade behavior: 

1. The Hofstede‟s model 5 initial dimensions are each of them scaled to a 

[0, 1] real interval. Each of those dimensions are typically set either by 

using real countries indices values or by testing each dimension opposite 

ends of the scale, 0.9 and 0.1. 

2. Status and group distance are also scaled to [0, 1] real interval. Their 

effect is conditioned by a cultural dimension value, i.e., by the agent‟s 

culture. 

3. As mentioned above, cultural configurations may increase or decrease 

their influence on a specific parameter value. 

4. There may be a set of positive and negative dimensions effects for each 

parameter value and utility function weight. The joint effect of each set is 

calculated by finding the maximum of the effects of the individuals 

dimensions, i.e., within a set of positive or negative effects, only the 

highest value, related to one of the dimensions, is used. We present a 

table of the Hofstede dimensions‟ positive and negative effects on the 

parameters and utility weights on Appendix B. 

5. The effect on an ABMP parameter is the difference between the positive 

and negative effect. 

6. The value of a parameter, or utility weight, is calculated by mapping its 

typical value, a constant, and the calculated effect to an interval between 

that parameter lowest value and its highest, both also constants. 
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7. The utility weights are afterwards normalized for a correct functioning of 

the ABMP protocol. 

 

Model Predictions for Trade 

 

 Hosftede‟s dimensions influence on trade is quite diversified for different 

cultures. We briefly highlight some examples by Hofstede et al. (2010b) on how it can 

impact trade behavior.  

 Traders from egalitarian societies will always negotiate while traders from large 

power distance societies will feel the unbalance that high status traders bring to the 

table, by enforcing their will. High social status traders prefer high quality commodities 

in order to show off their dominant social position. These traders accept risk since they 

don‟t expect to be fooled by lower-ranked trading partners. On the other hand, lower 

ranked agents avoid risk and go for low quality commodities. Uncertainty avoiding 

traders avoid risk, particularly with strangers. Collectivist traders discriminate between 

in-group and out-group partners, favoring the former. Individualist traders only consider 

their own goals while trading, they are very one sided. Feminist culture represents 

cooperation in the negotiation process, with a strong interest in creating a trustworthy 

relationship with the trading partner. This bonding might create faster negotiation 

processes in the future. Masculine traders are impatient, interested in fast trades with as 

many high quality transactions as possible. Long term oriented traders show patience; 

they neither drop out of a negotiation easily nor do they charge too much. Short term 

oriented traders are reliable and operate according to moral, to the local appropriate 

behavior, and will give in to higher status agents. 
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Chapter 4 - Original Model 

 

So far we have described how the Hofstede‟s dimensional model of culture was 

incorporated in the ABMP negotiation parameters and utility function weights. In this 

chapter, we turn to the simulation model which implemented this theoretical 

description. We characterize what type of simulations were run, in what terms, we give 

an overview of agents‟ behavior and attributes and briefly discuss the original model 

results, regarding the model parameter sensitivity test. 

 

Simulation Context and Agent Characterization 

 

The context of the simulation is one of the bargaining sessions in which agents 

negotiate a transaction of a commodity with either basic quality or superior quality 

(Hofstede et al., 2010b).  There are 8 customers and 8 suppliers, with each agent type 

being connected to all of the other agents with opposite roles, i.e., a customer agent is 

only connected to supplier agents and vice-versa. Agent social status and group 

membership are visible to other agents. An agent can only engage in a negotiation (an 

exchange of business proposals) with 1 agent at a time. A simulation run takes 200 

time-steps, and in the first time-step only customer agents act. In each time-step, all 

agents check for new messages from other agents and take trading decisions. All 

messaging between agents takes 1 time step to arrive to the other party. As a 

consequence, all agents have the same chance to communicate with all other agents. 

A trading agent entity mainly features Hofstede's 5 dimensions, a name, status, a 

numerical group membership identification, capital, ABMP parameters and utility 

function constants for their typical, minimal and maximal values. Furthermore, each 

trading agent also has a collection of partner models from which it chooses a trading 

partner from and holds information on. A partner model element holds the current 

negotiation history with a trading agent, if any. It also holds the trading agent reasoning 

about the partner agent fairness and trustworthiness to make business with and the 

history of past transactions, both successful and unsuccessful. A transaction is the 

collection of exchanged proposals between agents. Each business proposal main 

features are its time-stamp, quality, price, certification and guarantee values. 
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Agent Step Function Overview 

 

An agent turn starts by checking if it has received any new messages of the 

following types, in this order: 

 

1. Commodities (only customer agents do). If a customer receives any 

commodity, it must decide whether to trust the supplier on the agreed 

commodity quality or to request a quality verification to a tracing agent instead. 

If it chooses the former, he immediately stores the commodity. Otherwise, it will 

have to wait for the tracing report. 

2. Tracing reports. Receiving a tracing report means knowing the true quality of 

the commodity traded: suppliers will be fined if they cheat and their 

trustworthiness completely reinforced to its maximum value and customers will 

just store the commodity. 

3. Trade proposals. If there is a current negotiation going on, the partner agent 

proposals will be saved to the current negotiation history collection. For all other 

agents, only the last proposals received are saved. 

 

After checking for new messages an agent takes trading decisions and ends his 

round (the end of the step function): 

1. If there is no current trading partner, one will be chosen from the 

collection of partner models. 

a. If the chosen partner has already sent a trade proposal a reply will 

be generated and that will signal the start of a negotiation. 

b. If it has not, a new proposal will be sent to him. 

2. If there is one, meaning that a negotiation is occurring, a trading 

agent can either: 

a. Find the proposal acceptable and try to finish the negotiation by 

either: 

i. Replying with a proposal equal to the last one he received, 

if it is a customer (still subject to appreciation). 
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ii. Delivering the negotiated commodity, if it is a supplier, 

and actually finishing the negotiation. Immediately after 

delivery a new trade partner is chosen. 

b. Choose to continue negotiating, by replying with a proposal. 

c. Cancel the current negotiation and seek a new trading partner. 

 

Additional comments. An agent will know that the other party is interested in 

starting a new negotiation, or to continue the current one, if a reply is received in 2 

time-steps from the time his new proposal, or reply, is generated. Otherwise, it will 

quit the negotiation and seek a new trading partner. Only the supplier knows the real 

quality of the commodity, creating, thus, an opportunity to deceive the customers. 

Additionally, in this version of Hofstede et al. (2010b) model, no other belief 

updates are performed by either suppliers or customers besides trustworthiness 

update for suppliers in case of revealed deceit and perceived partner fairness update 

for any failed or successful negotiations by both suppliers and customers.  

 

Model Hypotheses 

 

Hofstede et al. previous research (2006; 2008a; 2008b; 2008c; 2009) led 

them to create the following hypotheses for their unified model (Hofstede et al., 

2010b). The simulation set that we address is the most critical one as it tests the 

model parameter sensitivity, by simulating 16 fictitious cultural stereotypes. 

Stereotypes are defined as having one dimension with an extreme value, from either 

end of the [0, 1] scale, and the other dimensions with a neutral value, 0.5.  

 H1 - “In hierarchical societies (large power distance), high-ranked agents buy 

top quality products; low-raked agents buy basic quality products to protect 

themselves from risk.” 

 H2 – “In hierarchical societies, high-ranked agents are more successful trading 

with low-ranked than with equal-status partners, because lower-ranked yield.” 

 H3 – “In uncertainty avoiding societies, high quality products are preferred, but 

agents are risk-avoiding and impatient. Therefore, trade proceeds less smooth in 

uncertainty avoiding than in uncertainty tolerant societies.” 

 H4 – “In uncertainty avoiding societies, out-group trade fails more often than in-

group trade.” 

 H5 – “In collectivistic societies, in-group trade runs smoother than out-group 

trade.” 
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 H6 – “In masculine societies, agents deal rapidly but many negotiations fail, due 

to the combination of impatience and high quality ambitions.” 

 H7 – “In feminine societies, negotiations proceed slowly, but with a low failure 

rate.” 

 H8 – “In short-term oriented societies, agents prefer top quality.” 

 H9 – “In short-term oriented societies, agents are more conceding toward high-

status partners. This leads to rapid transactions and low failure rate if partner‟s 

status is high.” 

 

Results 

 

To test these hypotheses, and other scenarios hypotheses, Hofstede et al. (2010b) 

ran 3 different sets of simulations. The first one focused on validating the model 

implementation by simulating 16 cultural configuration stereotypes. The way it was 

done was by setting each time only 1 of the 5 initial cultural indices to either 0.9 or 0.1 

and leaving the remaining cultural indices at a 0.5 neutral value. Agents‟ status was also 

changed from the default 0.5 to either 0.9 or 0.1 when deemed appropriate for a given 

cultural setting, i.e., according to previous research. The first set of simulation results 

was found to comply with the hypotheses. For example, in uncertainty avoiding 

societies, negotiations with strangers failed more often than negotiations within the 

same group. 

The other two sets of simulations were meant to test actual human cultural 

behavior: realistic Hofstede cultural indices were used for Japanese, American and 

Dutch societies. One set verified, qualitatively, the findings of Brett and Okumura 

(1998): intercultural negotiations were less lucrative than intracultural ones with respect 

to Japanese and American negotiators. Japanese society higher uncertainty avoiding 

dimension value and greater group distance sensitivity, compared to American society, 

were the main reasons behind these results. The last set concerned also inter and 

intracultural negotiations but this time regarding Dutch and American traders. This 

simulation also confirmed the hypothesis, based on (Meijer, Hofstede, Beers, & Omta, 

2006), that Dutch buyers would tend to trust more their negotiation partners, as opposed 

to the American buyers, who would rather pay some more for certified commodity 

quality.  
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Chapter 5 - Model Replication 

 

Here we discuss how we proceeded with the replication and the difficulties 

encountered. We also present the six dimensions of separation and the Wilensky and 

Rand (2007) items, both a set of recommend practices in model replication. We finish 

by presenting the replication results and their discussion. 

 

Proceeding with a Replication 

 

            We began our replication process by analyzing the original paper (Hofstede et 

al., 2010b). It became rapidly clear that, somewhat naturally, the model description was 

incomplete. The original paper still had detailed pieces of information such as the 

equations for the positive and negative influences of Hofstede's dimensions in the 

ABMP parameters and utility function weights and some ABMP parameters and utility 

function precise calculations. The previous research by Hofstede et al. (2006; 2008a; 

2008b; 2008c; 2009), that had led to the present paper, also did not help us much as we 

were either unfamiliar with the production rule system used in previous simulations or 

we still felt the descriptions were not complete. 

  As our replication project started to lag behind schedule, we felt the absence of 

solid simulation and replication standards and methodologies. We only went back on 

track after we decided to contact the original authors, tell them about our replication 

project and ask them if they would be able to supply us the original model source code. 

We were kindly welcomed to replicate their original model and the model source code 

was sent to us. That was a turning point for our replication. The original mode source 

code became our primary source of information that allowed us to try to achieve a 

mathematical identity regarding the main behavior-defining agent methods and overall 

mathematical equations that govern agents‟ actions. The original model textual 

descriptions were still important, for example, as to what to expect from running the 

replication for a given cultural setting. Constant and variable values presented in the 

paper were cross-checked with those in the code for coherence, which proved to be 

quite useful. 
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Trying to understand the programming language used originally was rather 

troublesome at the beginning, as we were not familiar with the Smalltalk language. 

Learning the language fundamentals and email clarifications requests to one of the 

original authors helped us to overcome this issue. We eventually finished our replicated 

model and started testing it against the original model results. In this final stage we had 

a small setback, the results collecting methods were rather ambiguous but after another 

exchange of emails we finally settled on the methods definitions. In the end, it was the 

regular contact with one of the authors that allowed us to finish this exercise. 

 

Difficulties Encountered 

 

In a published paper, Axtell and colleagues (1996) addressed the importance of 

doing simulations replication, illustrating that exercise with empirical examples of 

things that might go wrong when attempting to replicate a given simulation model. 

Here, we present our own difficulties during our replication exercise. 

Human language ambiguity. Although the focus of a paper on simulation is not 

on a complete and precise model description, nevertheless that absence is felt when 

trying to replicate a model based on sparse model textual descriptions, as also reported 

by (Hales, Rouchier, & Edmonds, 2003). For example, in the following sentence, from 

the article (Hofstede et al., 2010b, p. 5), "The customer can either trust the supplier's 

quality statement, or request third-party testing at the cost of a fee.", one has no idea 

about the agent precise instructions to carry out such operation. 

Documentation ambiguity. We also noticed some minor but still relevant 

elements of ambiguity in the simulation documentation that was sent to us, relating to 

the concepts used throughout the documentation in comparison with the same concepts 

used in the paper but with different names, but this is quite common in Informatics at 

large, the so called problem of consistent documentation. For example, in the cultural 

configuration file the quality typical value was called "bwq". 

Unfamiliar technologies. Since we were unfamiliar with the simulation source 

code programming language, Cincom Smalltalk, some time had to be invested learning 

it and making sure syntax semantics were understood to some degree. Particularly, 

trying to understand Cincom Smalltalk operator precedence rules was of critical 

importance. Another important detail in the Cincom Smalltalk is element position 
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reference. For example, whereas in Java position 0 refers to the first element, in Cincom 

Smalltalk the first element is referred by position 1. As a code specific example, the 

method that calculated the price for new proposals made by customers and suppliers 

proved to be such a case where an initially erroneous interpretation of the underlying 

mathematical equation was doubling the number of successful transactions by agents 

when compared to the expected results. Code clarification requests were needed several 

times. Also, we did not have any previous experience with the CORMAS toolkit and 

felt that its installation process, and running the model, to be rather user-unfriendly. 

Model code bugs. We came across some constant values mismatch between the 

values in the paper and those in the code. The maximal impatience value was set at 1.0 

in the code whereas in the paper it was at 0.7. Also, quality and risk maximal values 

were set at 1.0 instead of 0.5 in one method related to the utility function. This issue 

was again enlightened by email exchange and actually led to the original model being 

re-run by their authors. 

No methodologies used presented. We did not know exactly how the original 

model results were assessed regarding each hypothesis. Relevant statistical data, such as 

the standard deviation and the type of samples distribution, as suggested by (Radax & 

Rengs, 2010), were not present in (Hofstede et al., 2010b). Only focal measures 

averages were provided. Here we also asked for original samples or additional statistical 

data and how the original results had been assessed. 

No simulation and replication methodologies. Of course, overseeing all the 

previous difficulties reported, the lack of solid, standardized and enforced, simulation 

and replication methodologies, as Wilensky and Rand (2007) also argued. 

 

Six Dimensions of Separation 

  

Wilensky and Rand (2007) argue that an original model and an associated 

replicated model can differ across at least in six dimensions, ordered by how likely they 

can affect the replication results: time, hardware, languages, toolkits, algorithms, and 

authors. Our replication differs from the original model in all of these dimensions. Most 

notably on the language (Cincom Smalltalk vs. Java for the replication) and the toolkit 

used (CORMAS vs. Repast Simphony for the replication). The algorithms used were 

the same as we were kindly given access to the original model source code. Wilensky 
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and Rand (2007) argue that different programming languages might yield different 

results for the same model and that a proper model should be language-independent. 

Rammanath and Gilbert (Ramanath & Gilbert, 2004) also argue that replications should 

be done with different tools and methodology from the ones used in the original 

simulation as they might yield both issues with the model description as well as with the 

toolkit itself. 

 

Repast Simphony Versus CORMAS 

 

We now highlight the differences between the Repast Simphony toolkit, used for 

the replication, and the CORMAS toolkit, used in the original simulation. We present a 

comparison between the 2 toolkits based on Nikolai and Madey (2009) survey of 

several ABMS toolkits and up to date information from the toolkits websites and 

documentation.  

Nikolai and Madey (2009) characterized several toolkits along 5 characteristics: 

 Domain of specialization of a toolkit, i.e., what domain the toolkit was 

developed for.  

 The type of a toolkit software license. It may restrict the toolkit usage 

depending on how constraining the license may be. 

 The programming languages that a toolkit supports to develop ABMS 

models in.  

 Platform Support, the platform that a toolkit requires in order for the 

toolkit to be used (e.g., Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS X, or an 

operating system independent platform like the Java technology stack). 

 What kind of information and support the toolkit environment provides 

(e.g., software documentation, model development and execution 

tutorials, mailing lists). 

We present the toolkits comparison in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Repast Simphony versus CORMAS along Nikolai and Madey (2009) 5 

ABMS toolkits comparison characteristics. The toolkits websites were added for 

completeness. 

Characteristic Repast Simphony CORMAS 

Domain Social sciences Natural resources management 

License BSD style Free to modify but not to distribute 

the modified version 

Programming 

Language 

Required 

ReLogo, Flowcharts, Groovy, 

or Java 

Smalltalk (requires VisualWorks to 

run) 

Platform 

Supports 

Java Development Kit and 

Java Runtime Environment 

on top of Microsoft 

Windows, Apple Mac OS X, 

Linux, and others  

Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac 

OS X, Linux (VisualWorks 

supports) 

User Support Documentation, mailing list, 

defect list, reference papers, 

external tools, tutorials, FAQ, 

examples 

Training, selected references, 

examples, online forum, email 

developers, documentation 

Website http://repast.sourceforge.net http://cormas.cirad.fr/indexeng.htm 

 

Among the above mentioned characteristics, we found the most striking 

difference between the 2 toolkits to be those of programming language required, and 

user support. As mentioned before, we found some difficulties at first coping with the 

Smalltalk programming language and we overcame them with email exchange with the 

original simulation authors and with further study of that language. That was not the 

case with the Java programming language, used in our replication in Repast Simphony, 

as we already had prior experience. As for the user support, although Repast Simphony 

is not the easiest toolkit for someone without ABMS development experience (the 

NetLogo toolkit serves this purpose better) or knowledge of advanced programming 

development envirnoments, it certainly was more intuitive and familiar to develop in 

given our experience working with the Java technology stack, even more so with their 

straightforward model development and execution beginner tutorials. On the other hand, 

we found the CORMAS toolkit to be rather troublesome, both to install and to use (e.g., 

the installation instructions are in a Microsoft PowerPoint file with over 10 slides). In 

particular, we could not get to execute the supplied simulation source code properly and 

we experienced unexpected errors while loading the simulation. Furthermore, the 
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CORMAS toolkit website seems to be out of date, since the latest version of CORMAS 

available is from March 2008. The Repast Simphony version we used was 2.0-beta, 

developed on top of a powerful Java development environment, the Eclipse IDE, from 

April 2010. Development on both the Eclipse IDE and Repast Simphony is active. Of 

course, neither Repast Simphony more active status and ease of use, nor our difficulties 

using CORMAS and its development inactivity, are correlated with both our results and 

the original simulation results validity, nor are they correlated with both models 

implementation validity. 

 

Items to Include in a Replication 

 

We followed Wilensky and Rand (2007) advice of listing a set of items to be 

included in published replications. These items define the process of replication and the 

type of replication results, among other issues. 

 Category of Replication Standard: We hope to achieve a distributional 

equivalence but for now, we can only produce a relational equivalence. 

 Focal measures: Number of successful transactions, percentage of failed 

negotiations, percentage of top quality transactions. 

 Level of communication: Regular email contact with one of the original 

authors. 

 Familiarity with language/toolkit of original model: None. 

 Examination of source code: Studied in-depth. 

 Exposure to original implemented model: None, the source code was loaded 

in CORMAS but we felt quite unease using that toolkit. 

 Exploration of parameter space: We examined results from the original paper 

and from a recent rerun by one of the original authors. 

Additional Comments: For results analysis we built result log files parsers in Java 

together with Java API Apache Commons Math for average and standard deviation 

calculation and performed statistical analysis using R programming language 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. We followed the p-value convention of having a statistical 

significant result if p-value is bigger than or equal to 0.05. 
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Results 

 

Hofstede et al. (2010b) ran 3 different sets of simulations. Within each set, each 

cultured trade simulation was run 10 times and, for each focal measure, the results were 

averaged. We focused on the first set of simulations, which served to test the model 

parameter sensitivity, while the other 2 sets were applied with actual cultural indices, 

whose results confirmed their hypotheses. We analyzed our data regarding the 

hypotheses statements and the original model (Hofstede et al., 2010b) results. Since we 

had access to individual sample results, we performed Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests to 

compare replica and original data. We present each test p-value. Finally, we plotted 

each focal measure replica and original model data in order to better grasp how the 

replica results fit into the original model ones. 

This set of simulation runs focused on validating the model implementation by 

simulating 16 cultural configuration stereotypes that encompass all of Hofstede's 

cultural dimensions except for IVR. We have gathered the most important parameter 

values in Appendix B and individual runs results in Appendix C. This set of simulation 

results was found to comply with most of its hypotheses. Comparing our results with 

those of the original model, in Table 2, it is interesting to consider that, in spite of the 2 

bugs we found out in the original code, there is still a relational equivalence between 

most of the focal measures instances in the 2 sets of results. It should be considered that 

the results for the original model re-run, with the 2 bugs corrected, showed that the 

hypotheses were all still confirmed (except for 1 out of 2 statements for one of them). 

H1 is confirmed. In hierarchical societies (Large and Small Power Distance), 

substantial top quality transactions were preferred by high status agents and low status 

agents preferred basic quality products. 

H2 is relatively confirmed. In hierarchical societies, high status clients bought 

more from low status suppliers although top quality transactions were about 30% less 

than the equal high status scenario ones. A somewhat expected problem emerged with 

the high status suppliers trading with low status clients: low transactions, high failure 

rate and no top quality commodities traded, as it also emerged in (Hofstede et al., 

2010b). 

H3 is relatively confirmed. Uncertainty avoiding traders dealt mostly top 

quality products and the opposite happened with uncertainty tolerant traders. Regarding 
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the number of successful transactions and failure rate there is no clear contrast between 

the 2 types and thus we could not confirm the expected smoother trade from uncertainty 

tolerant traders. 

 

Table 2. Replicated model results versus original model results for the 16 

cultural stereotypes. Each stereotype relates to a particular Hofstede dimension extreme 

value, for both ends of the scale. The number of successful transactions is referred by # 

of Trans., the percentage of failed negotiations by % Failed. Negot. and the percentage 

of top quality transactions by % Top Quality. Rep. refers to the replica data and Orig. to 

the original model data. P-value is represented by pV. Results were averaged. The IVR 

dimension was not implemented in the original simulation nor in its replication. 

Culture Type Conditions 

Num. of 

Trans. 

 % Failed. 

Negot. 

 % Top 

Quality 

 

Rep. Orig. pV Rep. Orig. pV Rep. Orig. pV 

Large Power 

Distance 

Self Status 

High 
40 44 0.40 51 57 0.01 100 97 0.01 

Self Status 

Low 
32 50 0.0 62 60 0.40 0 0 1 

Customer 

Higher 
69 77 0.16 38 45 0.05 61 98 0.0 

Supplier 

Higher 
6 4 0.40 87 92 0.05 0 0 1 

Small Power 

Distance 
 60 72 0.16 44 49 0.05 13 2 0.0 

Uncert. Avoid. 

Similar 

Partner 
42 29 0.0 50 71 0.0 90 76 0.0 

Different 

Partner 
31 27 0.05 60 73 0.0 97 87 0.0 

Uncert. 

Tolerant 
 42 49 0.40 55 58 0.40 0 1 1 

Individualistic  53 66 0.0 43 50 0.01 13 1 0.0 

Collectivist 

In-group 

Partner 
72 117 0.0 14 13 0.99 18 61 0.0 

Out-group 

Partner 
28 39 0.0 64 65 0.79 0 0 1 

Masculine  47 36 0.05 56 71 0.0 98 80 0.0 

Feminine  39 61 0.0 51 45 0.05 0 0 1 

Long-term Or.  41 55 0.01 49 52 0.40 0 0 1 

Short-term Or. General 30 24 0.05 60 72 0.0 100 95 0.01 

High 

Customers 
74 57 0.01 27 47 0.0 77 91 0.0 
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H4 is confirmed. In uncertainty avoiding societies, failure rate increased if trade 

was made with different partners instead of similar ones. 

H5 is relatively confirmed. Apart from the low percentage of top quality (20%) 

transactions traded, in-group trade in collectivistic societies was much higher and 

smoother than the out-group. Collectivist out-group trade was also less effective than 

individualistic trade. 

H6 is relatively confirmed. Failure rate was high in the masculine society, 

around 56%, as expected, but it should have been higher. Also, the number of 

successful transactions should have been lower when compared to the number of 

successful transactions of feminine societies. The percentage of top quality transactions 

is aligned with the cultural behavior expectation. 

H7 is relatively confirmed. As expected, failure rate dropped comparing to the 

masculine society but not substantially, it was still at 51%. The number of successful 

transactions should also have been significantly higher than the masculine society. We 

did not measure how slow the negotiations proceeded. 

H8 is confirmed. Trade in short-term oriented (STO) societies is mostly about 

top quality products. 

H9 is relatively confirmed. Short-term oriented trade with high status 

customers produced approximately the double of transactions and half of the failure rate 

than the STO general configuration although the top quality percentage was not as high 

as the STO general: 77% vs. 100%. 

Comparing both results, in Table 1, we found that, in spite of the 2 bugs in the 

original code, there is still a relational equivalence between both models. An analysis 

regarding the 9 cultural stereotypes hypotheses, in (Hofstede et al. 2010b), also displays 

a qualitative replication alignment. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests revealed some 

distributional equivalence (p-values greater than or equal to 0.5): 50% of the number of 

transactions, 56% of the failed negotiations, and 38% of the top quality transactions. 

 The next 3 graphs plot the replica and the original model results for a better 

overview of their alignment. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

replica 40 32 69 6 60 42 31 42 53 72 28 47 39 41 30 74

original 44 50 77 4 72 29 27 49 66 117 39 36 61 55 24 57
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The plotted data in Figs. 5-7 reveals a relevant degree of model alignment 

between the replica and the original model. However, such apparent statistical similarity 

is unsupported by our Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-values results. As mentioned above, only 

50% of the number of transactions and 56% of the failed negotiations results achieved a 

distributional equivalence, with a p-value >= 0.05, a conventional threshold. The top 

quality transaction comparison results were even lower: only 38% of the compared 

replica and original model results reached distributional equivalence.  

Methodological Suggestions 

 

It became clear that overall Software Engineering (SE) best practices should be 

used by modelers and replicators alike as the most critical aspects of a simulation are 

firmly covered in detail and scope if SE methods are used. Solid practices, such as 

producing textual documentation and software diagrams, like class diagrams or flow 

charts, improve model understanding and model entities relationship. An important 

software development methodological tip is to start coding the least complex entities in 

the system in order to control the simulation complexity and ensure code quality. These 

are all pieces of standardized information that would provide for more transparency. It 

would also be productive if brainstorm sessions could be arranged between AI and SE 

academics. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

replica 100 0 61 0 13 90 97 0 13 18 0 98 0 0 100 77

original 97 0 98 0 2 76 87 1 1 61 0 80 0 0 95 91
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Fig. 7 - Percentage of Top Quality Transactions for the 16 
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Within the model specification, all mathematical formulas should be 

documented outside the simulation code as the programming language might difficult 

their correct interpretation. Also, all statistical methods should be unambiguously 

disclosed. Having only a sparse textual description of how a focal measure is calculated 

can lead the replicators to misevaluate their results and lack of several statistical values, 

besides the mean, prevents a more solid result comparison, as Radax and Rengs (2010) 

pointed out. 

In order to eliminate the communication lag between replicators and original 

authors, a web site of simulations and replications should be available. Furthermore, it 

should enforce simulation and replication standards and overall best practices on 

published works. Standards, like the items of Wilensky and Rand (2007), and model 

specification ones, like the ODD (Grimm, Berger, DeAngelis, Polhill, Giske, & 

Railsback, 2010). Also, source code, code documentation, notes on mathematical 

models, and individual sample results should be available; the latter as suggested by 

(Radax & Rengs, 2010). The OpenABM (http://www.openabm.org) platform is such a 

project but without actually requiring much documentation and enforcing standards on 

published simulations. Making it easier to replicate and accessing the original code and 

documentation would certainly boost the number of replications. 
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Chapter 6 - Conclusion 

 

Artificial Intelligence requests replication exercises, done with a sound 

methodology and with the aid of software engineering, with improved tools, such as 

workbenches with built-in statistical capabilities, for running replication exercises. 

Replication is a must in R&D, and it is our duty to make life easier for those interested 

in accomplishing this task. We often forget that every piece of research needs to be 

evaluated and repeated by others. Without such an effort, no results are to be believed. 

We feel that there is an ever growing body of replication knowledge and experience that 

could be used to derive a bigger set of best practices from, on a way to a standard. 

Generally speaking, our replication results confirmed the model hypothesis. 

Indeed the replicated model showed parameter sensitivity but results are not yet clear. 

Our replication exercise achieved only a relational equivalence and will require further 

testing as for now it seems that the toolkit we used might be responsible for the lack of 

statistical equivalence with the original results. Nevertheless, the use of Hofstede's 

dimensional model of culture proved its influence on the agent's trading decisions and 

its interest in being used to model human social phenomena in AI and in the social 

sciences at large.  

 

Future Work 

 

As future work it is highly advisable to further explore this replication, through 

real cultures simulations, by engaging in further statistical analysis for results 

comparison validation, optimizing the source code and also adapting a more formal 

approach to describe our replication model, such as the OpenABM. Furthermore, our 

methodological suggestions can take shape as a future MABS toolkit code analyzer or 

simulation runs statistics producer. Even more important, it can shape a future standard 

methodologies for both simulation and replication practice. 
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Replicating Hofstede’s Cultured Negotiation 

 

Abstract 

 Hofstede et al. cultured negotiating agents simulation produced realistic 

behavior by incorporating Hofstede‟s dimensional model of culture in the 

agent‟s negotiation protocol and overall behavior. Given such a promising 

model to generate actual human-like behavior in artificial agents, and the lack of 

sound and well accepted replication methodologies, we tried to remake the 

original simulation and highlight the roadblocks encountered during the process. 

Some suggestions are made in order to avoid such obstacles. New results 

showed a relational equivalence.  

Keywords: Multi-agent Simulation, Social Simulation, Replication Me-

thodology, Intercultural Negotiations  

1  Introduction 

Building a realistic multi-agent based social simulation requires incorporating the effects of culture on the 

behavior of the agents. Hofstede et al. multi-agent simulation in [1] represents a milestone in the 

generation of culturally differentiated agents: Hofstede‟s dimensional model of culture is applied on 

agents that negotiate goods in a trade network, reproducing qualitative aspects of actual inter-cultural 

trade reported in the literature and showing that the model is sensitive to variations on the cultural 

dimensions values. In this paper, our objectives were to replicate that work, following the authors‟ 

suggestion for further validation [1], p.19, and to highlight the difficulties encountered and suggest 

solutions in model replication. The replicated model was implemented in Java, using the Repast 

Simphony
1
 toolkit, while the original model was implemented in Cincom Smalltalk, using the CORMAS

2
 

toolkit. 

As Axelrod argues in [2], although simulation as a research methodology is an important and 

increasingly used way of doing science, one of its shortcomings is that systematic replication of published 

simulations is rarely ever done. Axelrod further argues that replication is one of the hallmarks of 

cumulative science and a necessary aspect of doing simulation if one is to trust its results.  

In the next section we briefly present the difficulties we encountered. Next, we present the replicated 

model, according to [6] and [3] standards. We refer you to [1] for the original model description and 

theoretical background. Results are analyzed according to the original simulation hypotheses and results. 

Afterwards, we make suggestions on how to improve the process of simulation and replication. We 

conclude with what we learned from the process of replicating the original simulation [1]. 

2  The Replication Process 

We start with the difficulties encountered during this exercise and then we focus on [6], where the authors 

addressed the issues of replicating models and make recommendations on information to publish for both 

original simulations and their replications. 

2.1  Difficulties Encountered 

Human language ambiguity. As reported by [4], although the focus of a paper on simulation is not on a 

complete and precise model description, that absence is felt when one first tries to replicate a model based 

on sparse model textual descriptions. For example, in the following sentence, from the article [1], p. 5, 

"The customer can either trust the supplier‟s quality statement, or request third-party testing at the cost of 

a fee.", one has no idea about the agent precise instructions to carry out such operation. Requesting access 

to the source-code was our way forward, beyond the ambiguity of natural language. 

Documentation ambiguity. We also noticed some minor but still relevant elements of ambiguity in 

the simulation documentation that was sent to us. Some concepts used throughout the documentation, in 

comparison with the same concepts used in the paper, had different names. For example, in the cultural 

                                                 
1
 http://repast.sourceforge.net/index.html 

2
 http://cormas.cirad.fr/indexeng.htm 
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configuration file the quality typical value was called "bwq". This is quite common in Informatics at 

large, the so-called problem of consistent documentation.  

Unfamiliar technologies. We were unfamiliar with the simulation source code programming 

language, Cincom Smalltalk, and had to learn its basics. Particularly, Smalltalk operator precedence rules 

were of critical importance. As a code specific example, the method that calculated proposals prices 

proved to be such a case where an initially erroneous interpretation of the underlying mathematical 

equation was doubling the number of successful transactions when compared to the expected results. 

Code clarification requests were needed several times. Also, we felt the CORMAS toolkit installation 

process, and running the model, to be rather user-unfriendly. 

Model code bugs. We came across some constant values mismatches between the values in the paper 

and those in the source code. The maximal impatience value was set to 1.0 in the code whereas in the 

paper it was to 0.7 [1], p.16. In one method related to the utility function, quality and risk maximal values 

were set to 1.0 instead of the 0.5 reported value [1], p.16. This issue was again enlightened through email 

exchange and actually lead to the original model being re-run by their authors. Albeit that informal re-run, 

the hypotheses were still confirmed. 

No methodologies used presented. We did not know exactly how the original model results were 

assessed regarding each hypothesis. Relevant statistical data, such as the standard deviation in [1], p.15. 

Only focal measures averages were provided. Here we also asked for original samples or additional 

statistical data and how the original results had been assessed. 

No simulation and replication methodologies. Of course, overseeing all the previous difficulties 

reported, the lack of solid, standardized and enforced, simulation and replication methodologies, as 

Wilensky and Rand [Error! Reference source not found.] also argued. 

2.2  Items to Include in a Replication 

We followed Wilensky and Rand [6] advice of listing a set of items to be included in published 

replications. These items define the process of replication and the type of replication results, among other 

issues. 

Category of Replication Standard
3
: We hope to achieve a distributional equivalence but for now, 

we can only produce a relational equivalence. 

Focal measures: Number of successful transactions, percentage of failed negotiations, percentage of 

top quality transactions. 

Level of communication: Regular email contact with one of the original authors. 

Familiarity with language/toolkit of original model: None. 

Examination of source code: Studied in-depth. It provided the simulation algorithms to the 

replication model. 

Exposure to original implemented model: None, the source code was loaded in CORMAS but we 

felt quite unease using that toolkit. 

Exploration of parameter space: We examined results from the original paper model sensitivity 

tests. 

3  Results 

For our replication runs, we followed the same rules as [1]. Runs took 200 time-steps and each 

configuration was run 10 times. There were 8 supplier agents and 8 customer agents, with each group 

member connected to the other group members. An agent could only engage in one negotiation process at 

a time. In this paper, we focused on the model parameter sensitivity simulations. We analyzed our data 

regarding the hypotheses statements and the original model [1] results. Since we had access to individual 

sample results, we performed Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests to compare replica and original data. We 

present each test p-value. 

  

                                                 
3
 Wilensky and Rand [6] used Axtell et al. [3] helpful replication results categorization standards in 3 

decreasing levels: numerical identity, distributional equivalence, and relational equivalence. 
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Table 1: Replicated model results vs. original model results for the 16 cultural stereotypes. Each 

stereotype relates to a particular Hofstede dimension extreme value, for both ends of the scale. PDI stands 

for Power Distance Index, UAI for Uncertainty Avoidance, IDV stands for Individualism, MAS for 

Masculinity and LTO for Long-term Orientation. The number of successful transactions is referred by 

# of Trans., the percentage of failed negotiations by % Failed. Negot. and the percentage of top quality 

transactions by % Top Quality. Rep. refers to the replica data and Orig. to the original model data. P-value 

is represented by pV. Results were averaged. 

Culture 

Type 
Conditions 

#. of Trans. 
 % Failed. 

Negot. 

 % Top 

Quality 

 

Rep. Orig. pV Rep. Orig. pV Rep. Orig. pV 

PDI + 

Self Status High 40 44 0.40 51 57 0.01 100 97 0.01 

Self Status Low 32 50 0.0 62 60 0.40 0 0 1 

Cust. Status Higher 69 77 0.16 38 45 0.05 61 98 0.0 

Supp. Status Higher 6 4 0.40 87 92 0.05 0 0 1 

PDI -  60 72 0.16 44 49 0.05 13 2 0.0 

UAI + 
Similar Partner 42 29 0.0 50 71 0.0 90 76 0.0 

Different Partner 31 27 0.05 60 73 0.0 97 87 0.0 

UAI -  42 49 0.40 55 58 0.40 0 1 1 

IDV +  53 66 0.0 43 50 0.01 13 1 0.0 

IDV  
Ingroup Partner 72 117 0.0 14 13 0.99 18 61 0.0 

Outgroup Partner 28 39 0.0 64 65 0.79 0 0 1 

MAS +  47 36 0.05 56 71 0.0 98 80 0.0 

MAS -  39 61 0.0 51 45 0.05 0 0 1 

LTO +  41 55 0.01 49 52 0.40 0 0 1 

LTO - General 30 24 0.05 60 72 0.0 100 95 0.01 

High Cust. 74 57 0.01 27 47 0.0 77 91 0.0 

 

H1 is confirmed. In hierarchical societies (PDI + and PDI -), substantial top quality transactions were 

preferred by high status agents and low status agents preferred basic quality products. 

H2 is relatively confirmed. In hierarchical societies, high status clients bought more from low status 

suppliers although top quality transactions were about 30% less than the equal high status scenario ones. 

A somewhat expected problem emerged with the high status suppliers trading with low status clients: low 

transactions, high failure rate and no top quality commodities traded, as it also emerged in [1], p.16. 

H3 is relatively confirmed. Uncertainty avoiding traders (UAI +) dealt mostly top quality products 

and the opposite happened with uncertainty tolerant (UAI -) traders. But regarding the number of 

successful transactions and failure rate there is no clear contrast between the 2 types and thus we could 

not confirm the expected smoother trade from uncertainty tolerant traders. 

H4 is confirmed. In uncertainty avoiding societies, failure rate increased if trade was made with 

different partners instead of similar ones. 

H5 is relatively confirmed. Apart from the low percentage of top quality (20%) transactions traded, 

in-group trade in collectivistic societies (IDV -) was much higher and smoother than the out-group. 

Collectivist out-group trade was also less effective than individualistic (IDV +) trade. 

H6 is relatively confirmed. Failure rate was high in the masculine society (MAS +), around 56%, as 

expected, but it should have been higher. Also, the number of successful transactions should have been 

lower when compared to the number of successful transactions of feminine societies. The percentage of 

top quality transactions is aligned with the cultural behavior expectation. 

H7 is relatively confirmed. As expected, failure rate dropped for the feminine society (MAS -) 

comparing to the masculine society but not substantially, it was still at 51%. The number of successful 
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transactions should also have been significantly higher than than the masculine society. We did not 

measure how slow the negotiations proceeded. 

H8 is confirmed. Trade in short-term oriented (LTO -) societies is mostly about top quality products. 

H9 is relatively confirmed. Short-term oriented trade with high status customers produced 

approximately the double of transactions and half of the failure rate than the short-term oriented general 

configuration, although the top quality percentage was not as high as the latter: 77% vs. 100%. 

Comparing both results, in Table 1, we found that, in spite of the 2 bugs in the original code, there is 

still a relational equivalence between both models. An analysis regarding the 9 cultural stereotypes 

hypotheses, in [1], p.14, also displays a qualitative replication alignment. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests 

revealed some distributional equivalence (p-values greater than or equal to 0.5): 50% of the number of 

transactions, 56% of the failed negotiations, and 38% of the top quality transactions. 

4  Methodological Suggestions 

Software Engineering (SE) overall best practices should be used by modelers and replicators alike to 

improve model transparency and clarity. For instance, by using class diagrams to clarify model entities 

relationships. Also, starting to code the least complex entities in the model allows for increased 

complexity control and overall quality. Brainstorm sessions could also be productive between AI and SE 

academics. 

Within the model specification, all mathematical formulas could be documented outside the 

simulation code as the programming language might difficult their correct interpretation. Also, all 

statistical methods could be unambiguously disclosed and adequate statistical data published, in order to 

improve results comparison, as [5] pointed out. 

A web site of simulations and replications should be available, like the OpenABM platform, but 

actually requiring solid documentation, individual sample results, and standards compliance, such as to 

Wilensky and Rand items or with the ODD protocol. 

5  Conclusion 

Artificial Intelligence requests replication exercises, done with a sound methodology and with the aid of 

software engineering, with improved tools, such as workbenches with built-in statistical capabilities, for 

running replication exercises. Replication is a must in R&D, and it is our duty to make life easier for 

those interested in accomplishing this task. We often forget that every piece of research needs to be 

evaluated and repeated by others. Without such an effort, no results are to be believed. We feel that there 

is an ever growing body of replication knowledge and experience that could be used to derive a bigger set 

of best practices from, on a way to a standard. 

Generally speaking, our replication results confirmed the model hypotheses. Indeed the replicated 

model showed parameter sensitivity but results are not yet clear. Our replication exercise achieved only a 

relational equivalence and will require further testing as for now it seems that the toolkit we used might 

be responsible for the lack of statistical equivalence with the original results. Nevertheless, the use of 

Hofstede‟s dimensional model of culture proved its influence on the agent‟s trading decisions and its 

interest in being used to model human social phenomena in AI.  
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APPENDIX B 

Agents‟ Main Parameter Values 
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The values used for the most important agent variables in the model are here presented. 

We highlight the relevant values, related to the cultural type and condition. 

 

Large Power Distance – High Status (Customer and Supplier) 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,9 0,9 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 

Customer 2 0,9 0,9 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 

 

 

Large Power Distance – Low Status (Customer and Supplier) 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,1 0,9 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 

Customer 2 0,1 0,9 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 

 

 

Large Power Distance – Customer High (Status) 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,1 0,9 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 

Customer 2 0,9 0,9 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 

 

 

Large Power Distance – Supplier High (Status) 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,9 0,9 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 

Customer 2 0,1 0,9 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 

 

 

Small Power Distance  

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,1 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 

Customer 2 0,5 0,1 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 

 

 

Uncertainty Avoiding – Similar Partner (Group) 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,9 0,5 0,5 

Customer 1 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,9 0,5 0,5 
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Uncertainty Avoiding – Different Partner (Group) 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,9 0,5 0,5 

Customer 2 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,9 0,5 0,5 

 

 

Uncertainty Tolerant 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,1 0,5 0,5 

Customer 2 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,1 0,5 0,5 

 

 

Individualism 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,5 0,9 0,5 0,5 0,5 

Customer 2 0,5 0,5 0,9 0,5 0,5 0,5 

 

 

Collectivism – In-group 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,5 0,1 0,5 0,5 0,5 

Customer 1 0,5 0,5 0,1 0,5 0,5 0,5 

 

 

Collectivism – Out-group 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,5 0,1 0,5 0,5 0,5 

Customer 2 0,5 0,5 0,1 0,5 0,5 0,5 

 

 

Masculine 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,9 

Customer 2 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,9 
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Feminine 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,1 

Customer 2 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,1 

 

 

Long-term Oriented 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,9 0,5 

Customer 2 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,9 0,5 

 

 

Short-term Oriented - General 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,1 0,5 

Customer 2 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,1 0,5 

 

 

Short-term Oriented – High Customers 

Role Group Status PDI IDV UAI LTO MAS 

Supplier 1 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,1 0,5 

Customer 2 0,9 0,5 0,5 0,5 0,1 0,5 
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APPENDIX C 

Replication Individual Runs Data 
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These are the individual runs results, 10 runs per cultural type/condition. Results were 

rounded and averaged using the Apache Math API (http://commons.apache.org/math/). 

 

Large Power Distance 

Self Status High 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 100.0, Standard Deviation: 0.0 

Individual Values: 

 100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 51.0, Standard Deviation: 3.2 

Individual Values: 

 49.0,  49.0,  58.0,  48.0,  50.0,  47.0,  51.0,  54.0,  51.0,  52.0,  

Num of Transactions Average:40.0, Standard Deviation: 5.2 

Individual Values: 

 45.0,  49.0,  35.0,  37.0,  38.0,  40.0,  43.0,  31.0,  42.0,  38.0 

 

Self Status Low 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 0.0, Standard Deviation: 0.0 

Individual Values: 

 0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 62.0, Standard Deviation: 4.9 

Individual Values: 

 60.0,  59.0,  62.0,  67.0,  61.0,  52.0,  62.0,  66.0,  70.0,  62.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 32.0, Standard Deviation: 7.6 

Individual Values: 

 32.0,  40.0,  33.0,  29.0,  35.0,  48.0,  29.0,  23.0,  23.0,  30.0, 

 

 

Customer Higher 

Top Quality Percentage: 60.0,  66.0,  52.0,  55.0,  56.0,  55.0,  75.0,  63.0,  69.0,  56.0 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 61, Standard Deviation: 7.4 

Individual Values: 

32.0,  32.0,  44.0,  33.0,  38.0,  45.0,  46.0,  32.0,  38.0,  36.0 

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 38, Standard Deviation: 5.7 

Number of Transactions: 86.0,  65.0,  59.0,  81.0,  73.0,  58.0,  47.0,  82.0,  56.0,  80.0 

http://commons.apache.org/math/
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Number of Transactions Average: 69, Standard Deviation: 13.4 

 

Supplier Higher 

Top Quality Percentage: 0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 0, Standard Deviation: 0 

Failed Negotiations Percentage: 89.0,  81.0,  82.0,  93.0,  86.0,  87.0,  91.0,  95.0,  86.0,  

78.0 

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 87, Standard Deviation: 5.5 

Number of Transactions: 4.0,  11.0,  8.0,  3.0,  6.0,  6.0,  4.0,  2.0,  7.0,  10.0 

Number of Transactions Average: 6, Standard Deviation: 3.0 

 

 

Small Power Distance 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 13.0, Standard Deviation: 5.4 

8.0,  15.0,  10.0,  5.0,  15.0,  15.0,  13.0,  19.0,  23.0,  13.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 44.0, Standard Deviation: 2.3 

Individual Values: 

 40.0,  42.0,  45.0,  44.0,  45.0,  44.0,  45.0,  43.0,  48.0,  42.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 60.0, Standard Deviation: 8.3 

Individual Values: 

 67.0,  47.0,  62.0,  56.0,  68.0,  71.0,  48.0,  59.0,  57.0,  67.0, 

 

Uncertainty Avoidance 

Similar Partner 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 90.0, Standard Deviation: 1.7 

Individual Values: 

 88.0,  91.0,  91.0,  92.0,  89.0,  88.0,  88.0,  89.0,  91.0,  91.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 50.0, Standard Deviation: 5.2 

Individual Values: 

 49.0,  44.0,  47.0,  53.0,  42.0,  53.0,  61.0,  47.0,  51.0,  50.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 42.0, Standard Deviation: 4.1 

Individual Values: 

 41.0,  45.0,  43.0,  38.0,  45.0,  42.0,  32.0,  40.0,  44.0,  45.0, 
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Uncertainty Avoidance 

Different Partner 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 97.0, Standard Deviation: 3.6 

Individual Values: 

 100.0,  94.0,  100.0,  96.0,  100.0,  100.0,  97.0,  96.0,  100.0,  89.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 60.0 Standard Deviation: 4.0 

Individual Values: 

 61.0,  58.0,  59.0,  66.0,  55.0,  55.0,  56.0,  62.0,  62.0,  66.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 31.0,Standard Deviation: 3.3 

Individual Values: 

 32.0,  33.0,  31.0,  27.0,  32.0,  38.0,  34.0,  28.0,  31.0,  28.0, 

 

Uncertainty Tolerant 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 0.0, Standard Deviation: 0.0 

Individual Values: 

 0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 55.0, Standard Deviation: 6.0 

Individual Values: 

 41.0,  49.0,  59.0,  56.0,  56.0,  56.0,  52.0,  58.0,  57.0,  63.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 42.0, Standard Deviation: 8.5 

Individual Values: 

 54.0,  52.0,  43.0,  38.0,  30.0,  45.0,  47.0,  39.0,  45.0,  28.0, 

 

Individualistic 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 13.0, Standard Deviation: 6.4 

Individual Values: 

 5.0,  16.0,  13.0,  25.0,  21.0,  17.0,  10.0,  8.0,  6.0,  11.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 43.0, Standard Deviation: 5.7 

Individual Values: 

 44.0,  47.0,  47.0,  46.0,  33.0,  37.0,  48.0,  46.0,  49.0,  38.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 53.0, Standard Deviation: 8.5 

Individual Values: 

 57.0,  45.0,  54.0,  44.0,  72.0,  59.0,  48.0,  49.0,  47.0,  56.0,  
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Collectivist 

In-group Partner 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 18.0, Standard Deviation: 5.8 

Individual Values: 

 16.0,  14.0,  18.0,  28.0,  17.0,  13.0,  25.0,  12.0,  26.0,  15.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 14.0, Standard Deviation: 3.5 

Individual Values: 

 11.0,  12.0,  14.0,  14.0,  22.0,  13.0,  12.0,  15.0,  9.0,  15.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 72.0, Standard Deviation: 4.9 

Individual Values: 

 75.0,  73.0,  79.0,  72.0,  70.0,  67.0,  68.0,  77.0,  78.0,  65.0, 

 

 

Collectivist 

Out-group Partner 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 0.0, Standard Deviation: 0.0 

Individual Values: 

 0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 64.0, Standard Deviation: 5.2 

Individual Values: 

 55.0,  63.0,  74.0,  66.0,  69.0,  65.0,  59.0,  65.0,  62.0,  63.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 28.0, Standard Deviation: 5.7 

Individual Values: 

 42.0,  27.0,  22.0,  26.0,  23.0,  27.0,  31.0,  25.0,  28.0,  25.0, 

 

 

Masculine 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 98.0, Standard Deviation: 1.8 

Individual Values: 

 97.0,  98.0,  95.0,  98.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  98.0,  100.0,  95.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 56.0, Standard Deviation: 6.4 

Individual Values: 

 55.0,  59.0,  55.0,  54.0,  63.0,  49.0,  53.0,  54.0,  70.0,  49.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 47.0, Standard Deviation: 12.8 

Individual Values: 

 37.0,  45.0,  44.0,  52.0,  39.0,  67.0,  49.0,  43.0,  25.0,  66.0, 
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Feminine 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 0.0, Standard Deviation: 0.0 

Individual Values: 

 0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 51.0, Standard Deviation: 7.8 

Individual Values: 

 49.0,  50.0,  52.0,  36.0,  63.0,  59.0,  45.0,  49.0,  50.0,  58.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 39.0, Standard Deviation: 7.5 

Individual Values: 

 38.0,  44.0,  37.0,  50.0,  27.0,  29.0,  48.0,  37.0,  42.0,  34.0,  

 

 

Long-term Oriented 
 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 0.0, Standard Deviation: 0.0 

Individual Values: 

 0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  0.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 49.0, Standard Deviation: 4.1 

Individual Values: 

 52.0,  44.0,  49.0,  53.0,  46.0,  48.0,  59.0,  47.0,  48.0,  50.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 41.0, Standard Deviation: 7.3 

Individual Values: 

 33.0,  50.0,  41.0,  39.0,  42.0,  40.0,  30.0,  55.0,  37.0,  41.0,  

 

 

Short-term Oriented 

General 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 100.0, Standard Deviation: 0.0 

Individual Values: 

 100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  100.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 60.0, Standard Deviation: 5.0 

Individual Values: 

 61.0,  69.0,  61.0,  59.0,  53.0,  61.0,  59.0,  58.0,  52.0,  65.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 30.0, Standard Deviation: 4.8 

Individual Values: 

 31.0,  22.0,  32.0,  29.0,  36.0,  26.0,  33.0,  33.0,  32.0,  22.0, 
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High Customers 

Top Quality Percentage Average: 77.0, Standard Deviation: 4.0 

Individual Values: 

 83.0,  79.0,  81.0,  79.0,  78.0,  70.0,  79.0,  76.0,  71.0,  77.0,  

Failed Negotiations Percentage Average: 27.0, Standard Deviation: 5.3 

Individual Values: 

 29.0,  33.0,  24.0,  17.0,  23.0,  34.0,  26.0,  29.0,  26.0,  34.0,  

Num of Transactions Average: 74.0, Standard Deviation: 10.5 

Individual Values: 

 86.0,  66.0,  67.0,  86.0,  87.0,  63.0,  80.0,  75.0,  75.0,  58.0, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


